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ABSTRACT 

Koppelmann, Zachery W. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. Understanding the 
Rhetorical Engineer. Major Professor: Richard Johnson-Sheehan. 
 

The purpose of this dissertation is to describe the development of the Purdue 

School of Mechanical Engineering Writing Enhancement Program and its definition of 

good engineering writing. Based on the work with the Mechanical Engineering Faculty 

and the Writing Enhancement Program, it was determined that good engineering writing 

is aware of its need to address specific rhetorical contexts and expectations. The Writing 

Enhancement Program was created to provide additional writing instruction to 

undergraduate mechanical engineering students Purdue University. Its development did 

not follow standard writing across the curriculum methods; it was developed following a 

modified writing center methodology. The modifications stressed collaboration between 

the Mechanical Engineering Faculty and the coordinator; they also stressed the need for 

the coordinator to learn how to write like an engineer so he could better understand and 

describe good engineering writing. This unique development method resulted in a 

number of important discoveries, specifically that good engineering writing is sensitive to 

the rhetorical contexts and expectations of not only engineering writing but also 

engineering practices. It is recommended that the Writing Enhancement Program and its 

definition of good engineering writing be used as a template to build custom writing 

programs for engineering schools and departments. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

The need for engineers to understand and respond to the rhetorical situation of a 

bridge design was clearly demonstrated in 1879 after the Firth of Tay rail bridge failure 

in Dundee, Scotland. At the time of the failure, Sir Thomas Bouch, who had been 

knighted for the Tay Bridge (Petroski 168) was building another bridge—the Firth of 

Forth—on the same rail line that headed north out of Edinburgh, crossed the Forth, and 

proceeded north to the Scottish Highlands. Sir Thomas was immediately removed from 

the Forth bridge project and his design scrapped—not for engineering reasons, but due to 

his affiliation with the failed bridge. The project was turned over to Sir John Fowler and 

his assistant, Benjamin Baker, who embarked on an extensive publicity campaign to 

reassure the public of their daring cantilever design. They held public lectures, complete 

with physical demonstrations, to explain and justify the safety of their design. Sir John 

and Baker clearly understood their rhetorical situation and devised a sound rhetorical 

strategy to address the needs of their audience (Petroski 169-171): The Firth of Forth 

bridge was completed in 1890 following Sir John’s and Baker’s design, and is still in use 

today. 

Engineering, as it emerged as a profession, has been cognizant of the need for 

clear and effective communication—good engineering writing—for centuries. 
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One prominent example concerns bridges: “From ancient time to the Industrial 

Revolution, there has been a long and solid tradition of building bridges of stone and 

timber…. [However], clear and effective communication, ameliorating the sense of threat 

and uncertainty that a new material prompted, was a crucial factor in getting [the] Iron 

Bridge built” (Petroski 160-161). The limiting factor for building bridges out of iron was 

not technological or economic; it was the social perception that bridges needed to be 

made of stone or timber. This social perception was overcome when a new bridge was 

needed in the Severn Valley in England. 

In the late eighteenth century, a new bridge was needed to cross the Severn river, 

and engineers proposed an iron bridge instead of a timber or stone bridge (Petroski 160). 

The perception that safe bridges were made out of timber or stone was so strong that one 

of the sketches showed, “the iron cast into stonelike [sic] voussoirs…[or] iron mimicking 

timber” (Petroski 160). In practice, the engineers evaluated the design needs of the bridge 

and the rhetorical needs of convincing people that the design would work, and blended 

the design with an accepted and common look: The final design follows the Roman 

semicircular stone arch bridge. This is a carefully calculated appeal to the citizens of 

Severn Valley (Petroski 160-161). 

Engineers understood that they had to clearly and effectively convince the public 

that an iron bridge would be safe: They clearly assessed their audiences’ needs and 

understood the rhetorical situation in which they were functioning. The engineers built a 

bridge that looked like the standard bridge that everyone accepted as safe, but it was built 

out of iron instead of timber or stone. In effect, the engineers showed that iron worked 

better than timber or stone by mimicking the familiar design.  
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Other benefits of the iron bridge were soon apparent. Due to the cast iron 

construction, the bridge was built rather quickly and barely disrupted river traffic. And 

the iron bridge was the only bridge on the Severn River to survive the 1795 flood 

(Petroski 161). Based on the success of the iron bridge, engineers were able to start 

designing and building more sophisticated iron bridges because society trusted iron 

bridges when they saw and understood how they were better than timber or stone bridges. 

Designing and building bridges is not the only engineering task that requires good 

engineering writing; however, “engineering is a fundamental human process that has 

been practiced from the earliest days of civilization. Today, its methods have been 

professionalized and formalized…. But that is not to say that the skills and discipline 

required to do good engineering are totally different” (Petroski 2). In practice, this means 

that all engineers require many of the same skills and needs, and that clear and effective 

communication is one of those needs. 

However, being aware of the need for clear and effective communication—good 

engineering writing—is not the same as internalizing that need into the profession of 

engineering. Practicing engineers know that they need to sell their designs and ideas, but 

the act of selling is not seen as part of the actual engineering (Winsor “Engineering 

Writing/Writing Engineering” 58-60). The need to sell a design on more than just 

engineering grounds was demonstrated with the design of the Golden Gate Bridge.  

In 1914, Charles Evan Fowler proposed a cantilever bridge for what later became 

the Golden Gate Bridge. Fowler’s design closely resembled the Firth of Forth Bridge just 

north of Edinburgh, Scotland—a safe, widely accepted design (Petroski 167). However, 

Fowler did a poor job of selling his proposal; it was poorly written and failed to concisely 
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and explicitly explain the costs and benefits of the bridge, “in terms readily understood 

by anyone” (Petroski 176). Fowler failed to understand the rhetorical situation of his 

proposal, possibly because the need for clear communication had become transparent to 

him, and did not adequately address his audiences’ needs. His design was sound, but his 

writing couldn’t justify his bridge. 

In her book, Writing in the Research University, Martha Patton provides a 

possible explanation for the need for clear communication becoming transparent to 

engineers by drawing on Ludwig Wittgenstein’s concept of language games and Thomas 

Kuhn’s concept of paradigms. In essence, “[Practitioners] within a paradigm often work 

without being conscious of the tacit arguments governing the paradigm” (Patton 19). That 

is, practitioners internalize some of the assumptions within their practice, and those 

assumptions become transparent to the practitioners. For Fowler, the need to sell his ideas 

to a broad, non-engineering audience had become so transparent that he failed to 

explicitly address the issue: “in a mature paradigm, then, the rules tend to be accepted 

and unquestioned simply because they work for the problems at hand” (Patton 19). The 

paradigm of building bridges was based on the idea that previously proven designs had 

been adequately explained because they worked; therefore, a conscious attention to 

selling the design was not needed if the design was based on a proven structure, a 

paradigm successfully used for the iron bridge over the Severn River. 

1.2 Purpose of this Dissertation 

The purpose of this dissertation is to demonstrate that engineers are, on some 

level, aware of the rhetorical context and rhetorical expectations of their writing. This 

will be demonstrated through explaining the creation and development of the Purdue 
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University School of Mechanical Engineering Writing Enhancement Program (WEP) and 

its definition of “good” 1 engineering writing. The dissertation will detail the development 

of the WEP’s assessment tools, describe what insights were gleaned from the WEP’s 

development, and provide a discussion of how those insights could benefit future writing 

across the curriculum programs. 

This narrative is important because many of the details concerning the WEP’s 

development—and its assessment tools—seem to challenge an assumption about 

engineering writing posited in rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, 

and writing center theory and practices; the assumption that engineering writing is not 

concerned about rhetoric and is devoid of rhetorical expectations.  

The non-rhetorical nature of engineering writing did not originate in rhetoric and 

composition, writing across the curriculum, or writing center literature; indeed, there was 

a clearly stated rebuke in a 1973 article in IEEE Transactions on Professional 

Communication, in which Barbara Cox and Charles Roland explicitly state that, “rhetoric 

should be avoided assiduously in scientific writing” (140). Cox and Roland support their 

statement, saying, “We believe that such rhetoric has no place in the scientific literature. 

It involves value judgments and not scientific evaluation, and as such concerns social and 

not scientific issues” (140). Based at least partially on this statement, and others like it, 

Winsor suggests in Writing Like an Engineer that, “engineers usually see their work 

[writing] as inherently arhetorical” (11). It is important to note that Winsor is not saying 

that engineering writing is arhetorical—she is saying that engineers see their writing as 

                                                
1 I place “good” in quotation marks because the term good is rather vague and imprecise, 
and because “good” engineering writing may have a different definition at another 
institution. 
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arhetorical, a view that Winsor calls, “a fiction” that “can be severely strained” when 

writing to non-engineers (Writing 11). She makes this claim in a section titled “Engineers’ 

Difficulty in Recognizing Rhetoric,” which she uses as a starting point for her research. 

Winsor doesn’t think that engineering writing is arhetorical. Indeed, she points out that, 

“The rhetorical nature of engineering writing and engineering work is not obvious at first 

glance.… The fact that knowing and doing happen in concert with other people seems 

like a minor detail” (Writing 12). For Winsor, engineering writing and engineering work 

are rhetorical, but the engineers do not see the rhetorical contexts. 

However, experiences developing the WEP challenges the second part of 

Winsor’s claim. While developing the WEP, it was very clear that the engineers were 

extremely aware of the rhetorical context and expectations of their writing. It was just as 

clear that the engineers did not use the same terms to describe and discuss the rhetorical 

contexts and expectations, which suggest a more complex relationship between the 

Mechanical Engineering (ME) faculty and rhetoric. This complex relationship is 

demonstrated by the analytic rubric that was collaboratively developed for use by the 

WEP. The analytic rubric describes “good” engineering writing as being aware of its 

rhetorical contexts and expectations.2 

Therefore, understanding this complex relationship between the ME faculty and 

rhetoric starts with an accurate definition of “good” engineering writing. Only after 

rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, and writing center scholars and 

                                                
2 Chapter 3 will detail the development of the analytic rubric, and Chapter 4 will present 
and explain the WEP’s definition of “good” engineering writing. 
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engineers agree on an accurate definition of “good” engineering writing can the more 

nuanced aspects of “good” engineering writing be fully examined and explored. 

I hypothesize that engineers see their writing as arhetorical for two reasons: first, 

they have been told to avoid rhetoric in their writing, and second, the rhetorical contexts 

and expectations have become transparent within the paradigm of engineering writing. 

However, there is ample evidence that engineers as a professional community value clear 

written communication and understand that many engineers lack adequate writing skills 

(see the National Academy of Engineers The Engineer of 2020: Vision of Engineering in 

the Next Century, and Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology’s (ABET) 

Criteria for Accrediting Engineering Programs 2007 report), so much so that the 

National Academy of Engineers report, The Engineer of 2020: Vision of Engineering in 

the Next Century, identify communication skills (both written and verbal) as an important 

attribute of all engineers. 

It is true that the term “rhetoric” is not used to explain or discuss the need for 

communication skills; however, the justification for identifying communication skills as 

so important puts a heavy emphasis on engineers needing to understand their rhetorical 

context and effectively communicate with divergent audiences:  

As always, good engineering will require good communication. 

Engineering has always engaged multiple stakeholders—government, 

private industry, and the public. In the new century the parties that 

engineering ties together will increasingly involve interdisciplinary teams, 

globally diverse team members, public officials, and a global customer 

base. (National Academy of Engineers 55) 
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In practice, engineers need to have a clear understanding of what they are communicating 

and how they are communicating it to different stakeholders or audiences. Interestingly, 

this is not posited as a new need or a new idea; indeed, it is specifically pointed out as a 

historical need for good engineering. The report goes on to highlight two more important 

rhetorical considerations: specifically the idea of rhetorical contexts and expectations, 

“We envision a world where communication is enabled by an ability to listen effectively 

as well as to communicate through oral, visual, and written mechanisms”; and the 

awareness that communication has the power to argue and influence the audience, “The 

increasing imperative for accountability will necessitate an ability to communicate 

convincingly and to shape the opinions and attitudes of other engineers and the public” 

(National Academy of Engineers 55). These needs have possibly become such an 

ingrained part of “good” engineering writing that engineers can overlook them. 

This is as true today as it was in 1914 when Fowler’s proposal failed when he 

failed to sell his design to his audience. In fact, the design that was selected for the 

Golden Gate Bridge was actually an untried design, one that required special tests to 

ensure that it would work. This is important because Fowler’s proposal had been for a 

proven design, one for which the engineering was proven and accepted by the community 

at large. However, the final design for the Golden Gate Bridge used, “two complete 

suspension bridges in tandem, sharing a common central anchorage (Petroski 182), a 

design that had never before been used.  

Fowler’s failed proposal had banked on a proven design as being enough to win 

the contract, but in the end, it was Michael O’Shaughnessy and Joseph Strauss’s 1921 

proposal that was selected, at least partially because it was, “a model of salesmanship” 
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that was, “better written…[and] spelled out concisely and explicitly the costs and benefits 

in term readily understood by anyone” (Petroski 175-176). Understanding the needs of 

the audience, the rhetorical context, and writing to address those needs allowed 

O’Shaughnessy and Strauss to secure the contract. 

1.3 The Following Chapters 

Chapter 1 has been an introduction to this dissertation and its goals. It has 

provided a general look into the importance of clear communication—“good” 

engineering writing—for engineering work, and it has started to suggest the awareness of 

the rhetorical contexts and expectations of “good” engineering writing. The focus on 

bridges provides a simple set of examples that provide the needed backdrop for the rest of 

the dissertation. 

Chapter 2 will be a review of the rhetoric and composition, writing across the 

curriculum, and writing center literature used to develop the WEP. It is arranged in a 

chronological order to explain the reasoning behind the approach used to develop the 

WEP and its definition of “good” engineering writing. 

Chapter 3 will be a narrative of the WEP’s origins, development, and current state. 

It divides the development of the WEP into generations based on the assessment tools 

being used. It culminates with the final version of the analytic rubric used by the WEP to 

assess ME writing, which is the basis for the WEP’s definition of “good” engineering 

writing. 

Chapter 4 presents the WEP’s definition of “good” engineering writing, and 

explains the definition in detail by examining sample paragraphs from ME 263 

assignments. The examples have been revised by the WEP coordinator following the 
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WEP’s definition of “good” engineering writing. It also highlights how the definition was 

reviewed and accepted by the ME faculty. 

Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation with a discussion on how the development of 

the WEP and its definition of “good” engineering writing can be used to create new 

writing across the curriculum programs and to refine existing writing across the 

curriculum programs. There is specific stress on the fact that the WEP and its definition 

are only verified and valid for a specific department at a large university—it cannot be 

transplanted to other departments. Instead, the process of how it was developed can be 

used with other departments and institutions to build or refine collaborative writing 

across the curriculum programs. 
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CHAPTER 2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Literature Used to Develop the Writing Enhancement Program 

The development of the Purdue University School of Mechanical Engineering 

Writing Enhancement Program (WEP) began as a practical method for efficiently 

commenting on a large number of mechanical engineering (ME) undergraduate student 

memos. Initially, Purdue Writing Lab tutors did the commenting, so writing center 

methodology was used as the basis for the WEP. This resulted in an approach to the ME 

writing and working with the ME faculty that is different from other rhetoric and 

composition or writing across the curriculum approaches. The WEP approach assumed 

that the best way to respond to ME writing was to comment on what the ME faculty 

expected from good engineering writing. Therefore, for the WEP to efficiently comment 

on ME undergraduate writing, it needed a definition of good engineering writing. 

However, because there was no existing definition of good engineering writing for the 

WEP to use, the WEP needed to develop and verify a definition of good engineering 

writing based on ME faculty expectations. 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature used to develop the WEP 

and its definition of good engineering writing. Due to the nature of the WEP’s approach, 

this literature review will start with a close look at the non-directive methods used in 

writing centers, move to literature used to teach teachers of writing and to
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literature concerning writing across the curriculum, and conclude with literature 

concerning assessment and rubrics. The literature used was selected based on the 

immediate needs of the WEP and its development. 

2.2 Modern Writing Center Practices 

The purpose of this section is to provide a broad review of the role of modern 

writing centers and specific issues related to the creation and development of the WEP 

and its definition of good engineering writing. It will start with the earliest known forms 

of writing centers, trace some of their major concerns, discuss the modern architecture of 

writing centers, and highlight the accepted practices in contemporary writing centers 

across the United States.3 

Peter Carino’s “Early Writing Centers: Toward a History” lays out the early 

growth of writing centers by pointing out that a form of writing centers (which might be 

called “proto-writing centers”) existed prior to 1970 (“Early Writing” 103). While they 

were not numerous, and often went by names such as writing lab and writing clinic, these 

proto-writing centers existed in a rudimentary form. Indeed, “writing center discourse, 

however, has largely ignored early centers or monolithically represented them as 

deficient” (Carino “Early Writing” 103). In effect, these early writing centers were 

assumed to be, “the poor cousins of English departments, stereotypical ‘remedial fix-it 

shops’ where an unenlightened staff administered current-traditional pedagogy to 

underprepared and poorly regarded students” (Carino “Early Writing” 103). Carino, 

however, does not think that this assumption is accurate or fair, so he, “[attempts] to trace 

                                                
3 This dissertation looks only at the US writing centers and US writing center practices. 
Writing centers in Europe, the UK, Africa, and other parts of the world function 
differently, and do not apply to this work. 
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the evolution of writing centers to demonstrate how early centers conducted practice in 

ways which both deviate from and foreshadow writing center practice and theory today” 

(“Early Writing” 104). He begins with connections to the laboratory method classroom 

format. 

Carino credits Philo Buck with the creation of the laboratory method of teaching 

writing (“Early Writing” 105). A high school teacher in 1904 St. Louis, Buck asked his 

students to collaboratively write about topics of their own choice, met one-on-one with 

each student to discuss his or her writing, and had students read and critique their peers’ 

writing (Carino “Early Writing” 105). This is an arrangement familiar to modern writing 

instructors and college students. Buck’s method was apparently popular and accepted 

because it was discussed in a 1917 English Journal article, and was the topic of a 

Master’s thesis by the end of the 1920s (Carino “Early Writing” 105). In 1934, “the 

University of Minnesota and the State University of Iowa (now the University of Iowa) 

established separate facilities for laboratory instruction” (Carino “Early Writing” 106), 

and the first dedicated proto-writing centers began. 

Due to the proliferation of mass education initiatives in the 1930s, state 

institutions began enrolling large numbers of first-generation students (Carino “Early 

Writing”). This influx of students coincided with the beginnings of the first writing 

centers, ostensibly because, “many of these students were considered underprepared” 

(Carino “Early Writing” 106), which seems to have played a role in the proto-writing 

centers being remedially focused. 

At this point, it is important to explain the evolution of the names used for proto-

writing centers. In general, the names “writing center” and “writing lab” are more or less 
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interchangeable in scholarly work after 1980;4 however, prior to 1980, most proto-writing 

centers were called “writing labs” or “writing clinics.” The issue concerning the name is 

important because of the perceived function implied by a specific name. A “writing lab” 

suggests a location where students experiment with what they have learned in a class, 

similar to a chemistry laboratory or engineering laboratory. Indeed, many early writing 

labs were established as part of a first-year English course (Carino “Early Writing” 108-

109). The connection between science labs and writing labs cannot be overstated. Labs in 

lower-level courses are places for students to learn specific protocols and procedures to 

elicit desired results; it is not until more advanced courses that labs become a place of 

innovation and true experimentation. Lower-level writing courses often included a 

“recitation” component that was similar to lab work, but these proto-writing labs were 

more formalized places to practice grammar skills and to focus on correctness, places for 

underperforming students to conduct rigorous “skill and drill” remedial training beyond 

the normal scope of the course. 

The name “writing clinic” openly accepted and acknowledged a purely remedial 

role: A writing clinic was where professors sent a “sick” writing to get “well” (Carino 

“Early Writing” 106-109). Writing clinics often did not foster any sort of rhetorical 

development or sophistication of style; they often focused rigidly on correct grammar and 

punctuation. 

Saying that “many” labs and clinics were “often” only focused on correct 

grammar and punctuation is intentional because there were proto-writing centers that did 

                                                
4 This date is used as a point of reference because it was the year the Writing Center 
Journal—the first widely-accepted writing center journal—was founded (Carino “Early 
Writing” 103). 
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not rigidly focus on correct grammar and punctuation. Carino points to the University of 

Denver, where graduate students, “worked individually with students” (“Early Writing” 

107) and instead, “[used] Rogerian nondirective counseling” (Davidson and Sorenson 84). 

This sort of writing counseling followed the Rogerian model of argument, which seeks 

common ground between two sides. The Rogerian model is commonly taught in 

composition courses, and it puts specific emphasis on careful consideration of both sides 

before making any sort of judgment. The use of nondirective counseling that was based 

on the Rogerian argument is an indication that the “fix-it shop” model of proto-writing 

center was not the only model being used. 

The difference between the “fix-it shop” model and the modern nondirective 

model is important for understanding the development of the WEP and its definition of 

good engineering writing. The “fix-it shop” model assumed that the writer needed 

remedial training, or more bluntly, that the writer didn’t know how to write, and that the 

tutors knew exactly what the writer needed to fix. The assumption that tutors had all of 

the answers assumed that tutors possessed an ultimate definition of good writing, and 

could therefore “fix” the “broken” papers that failed to follow that definition.  

In this model, good writing followed rigid grammar and punctuation rules; there 

was no room for discussion of the rhetorical context, and good writing followed a set of 

rigid rules regardless of the topic or audience. The Armed Forces English program for 

officers entering WWII exemplifies this fixation on rigid grammar and punctuation 

correctness (Carino “Early Writing 107). During the 1940s, programs were established 

around the United States to promote, “rapid individual mastery for pragmatic purposes in 

the military” (Carino “Early Writing” 107), essentially intense writing programs designed 
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to churn out military officers who had mastered a specific manner of writing. Many of 

these programs morphed into proto-writing labs, which became more common and, “a 

recognizable part of higher education” (Carino “Early Writing” 107). The Armed Forces 

Program model of teaching writing is a prescriptive and directive model that assumes the 

writer does not know how to write, that the writing instructor has the ultimate definition 

of good writing, and that as long as the writer follows a set of rigid grammar and 

punctuation rules, his or her writing will be fixed. This model of teaching writing is in 

direct opposition to the nondirective model currently used in modern writing centers. 

The quintessential definition of the nondirective model for writing centers is 

commonly credited to Stephen North’s 1984 statement, “Our job is to produce better 

writers, not better writing” (438). He stresses that this means, “that any curriculum—any 

plan of action the tutor follows—is going to be student-centered in the strictest sense of 

the term” (439). This model shifts the role of tutors to peers working with writers to help 

them best convey their ideas in writing. Tutors are no longer the arbiters of good writing; 

they are skilled mentors and guides who work collaboratively with other writers. 

North further explains his role of the nondirective writing center as: 

[A] pedagogy of direct intervention. Whereas in the ‘old’ center 

instruction tends to take place after or apart from writing, and tends to 

focus on the correction of textual problems, in the ‘new’ center the 

teaching takes place as much as possible during writing, during the 

activity being learned, and tends to focus on the activity itself. (439)  

Most importantly for the development of the WEP, North makes another important 

statement about the role of writing centers:  
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Their [student writers] primary concern is with their material, with some 

existential context where new ideas merge with old, and suddenly writing 

is a vehicle, a means to an end, and not an end in itself. These 

opportunities to talk with excited writers at the height of their engagement 

with their work are the lifeblood of a writing center. The essence of the 

writing center method, then, is this talking. (443) 

Talking to writers about their writing and directly interacting with their writing process 

creates a different sort of peer collaborative writing. However, North points out that, “this 

kind of writing does not substantially change the approach. We [writing center staff] 

always want the writer to tell us about the rhetorical context—what the purpose of the 

writing is, who its audience is, how the writer hopes to present herself” (443). In practice, 

North is establishing a peer collaborative environment in which writers help each other 

become better writers. 

North posited this role in, “The Idea of a Writing Center,” an early article in 

which he fights against the view of all writing centers as nothing more than glorified 

editing services. According to North, the writing center is about working with writers to 

help them develop and grow, not to enforce rigid rules of good writing (433-438). For 

North, “We [writing centers] are here to talk to writers” (440), a drastically different 

stance than having an ultimate definition of good writing.  

It is important to stress North’s point about the “rhetorical context.” When he says, 

“We [writing center staff] always want the writer to tell us about the rhetorical context—

what the purpose of the writing is, who its audience is, how the writer hopes to present 

herself” (443), he sets up the role of the writing tutor as a peer who asks writers about the 
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rhetorical context of their work, which suggests that the rhetorical context is important to 

the tutoring process. However, as pointed out in Chapter 1, there was a push to remove 

“rhetoric” from scientific and engineering writing on the early 1970s: Barbara Cox and 

Charles Roland explicitly state that, “rhetoric should be avoided assiduously in scientific 

writing…. We believe that such rhetoric has no place in the scientific literature. It 

involves value judgments and not scientific evaluation, and as such concerns social and 

not scientific issues” (140). Specifically, they define rhetoric as, “language designed to 

persuade or impress” (140). According to Carolyn Miller, Cox and Roland were not the 

only ones making the same sort of claims. In her 1979 article, “A Humanistic Rationale 

for Technical Writing,” she lists a series of descriptions of technical writing: 

Some typical examples: “Technical writing is expected to be objective, 

scientifically impartial, utterly clear, and unemotional. . . . Technical 

writing is concerned with facts and the careful, honest interpretation of 

these facts.” Another: “Since technical writing is by definition a method of 

communicating facts it is absolutely imperative to be clear. . . . The point 

of view should be scientific: objective, impartial, and unemotional.” And 

again: “Technical communication has one certain clear purpose: to convey 

information and ideas accurately and efficiently.” And finally: “Because 

the focus is on an object or a process, the language is utilitarian, 

emphasizing exactness rather than elegance. . . . Technical writing is direct 

and to the point.” These characterizations have in common a conviction 

that content (that is, ideas, information, facts) is wholly separable from 

words. (Miller 611) 
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With this, Miller points out that engineers were explicitly told to remove “rhetoric” from 

their writing because, “Rhetoric has to do with symbols and emotions, the stuff of 

uncertain, incomplete appearances. … If language is clear, then we see reality accurately; 

if language is highly decorated or opaque, then we see what is not really there” (612). 

Similarly, Winsor claims that, “engineers usually see their work [writing] as inherently 

arhetorical” (Writing 11). However, this definition of “rhetoric” is different from the 

“rhetorical context” to which North refers, and upon which modern writing center 

practices rely. 

As North points out, the rhetorical context concerns, “what the purpose of the 

writing is, who its audience is, how the writer hopes to present herself” (443), not, 

“language designed to persuade or impress” (Cox and Roland 140). This is a very 

important distinction for the development of the WEP and its definition of good 

engineering writing. Put bluntly, all writing has a rhetorical context by the virtue of being 

a communicative event.  

What is of specific interest to the WEP is that engineering writing has a different 

rhetorical context than other forms of writing. When this project began, the WEP 

coordinator assumed that the ME faculty were the best prepared to explain and define 

good engineering writing because, “for an engineer to be accepted as an engineer, he or 

she must write and speak in the already-created forms and tongues of engineering” 

(Windsor “Engineering Writing/Writing Engineering” 67), or, engineers must display an 

understanding of the expectations of the rhetorical contexts of writing to other engineers. 

Therefore, before the WEP coordinator could start commenting on, or training other 

writing lab tutors to comment on, engineering writing, he needed an understanding of the 
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rhetorical contexts of engineering writing, which would lead to a definition of good 

engineering writing. 

To develop the needed understanding of the rhetorical contexts of engineering 

writing, the coordinator adopted a nondirective, peer-collaboration model as he began 

developing the WEP and its definition of good engineering writing. He didn’t know 

enough about the rhetorical contexts for engineering writing to allow him to effectively 

comment on ME student writing, so he needed to work collaboratively with the ME 

faculty to examine what they saw as good engineering writing. Only after the coordinator 

was able to examine what the ME faculty identified as good engineering writing could he 

develop a useful definition for the WEP.  

The nondirective peer approach was the coordinator’s favored method because his 

writing center training used Paula Gillespie and Neal Lerner’s The Longman Guide to 

Peer Tutoring, 2nd edition, and its focus is simple: writing centers are places for writers to 

sit down with peer tutors and discuss their writing and learn how to make their writing 

better. One key point is that, “the writer is responsible for being the expert on her subject” 

(Gillespie and Lerner 27). This means that writers within a field are the best at identifying 

good writing in their field because they understand the expectations—rhetorical 

contexts—inherent to their field, even if they cannot explain or describe those 

expectations. It further means that the writing tutor is not the arbiter of good writing in 

every field, but that they work with writers in a specific field to understand what is 

important and what can be improved. Therefore, the coordinator approached working 

with the ME faculty, and ultimately developing the WEP, from this position.  
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A definition of good engineering writing was not needed so that the WEP staff 

could play the role of arbiters of good and bad writing as tutors did in “fix-it shops.” A 

definition was required to ensure that the WEP staff would recognize good engineering 

writing and be able to make suggestions for turning any writing into that kind of writing. 

The WEP staff were not building their own definition and enforcing it; they were going 

to collaborate with ME student writers to address the rhetorical contexts of engineering 

writing, and to do such, they needed a basis for comparison. As Windsor points out, 

engineering had, “already-created forms and tongues of engineering” (“Engineering 

Writing/Writing Engineering” 67), rhetorical contexts that the ME faculty already knew 

and recognized. However, while the ME faculty already knew and recognized the 

rhetorical contexts and expectations of engineering writing, the WEP staff could not 

recognize the rhetorical contexts and expectations of engineering writing. Instead, the 

WEP staff needed to be trained in good engineering writing before they could provide 

useful comments and feedback. In practice, the WEP staff needed examples of good and 

poor engineering writing so they could directly compare the writing and understand how 

to effectively comment on poor engineering writing. 

The need for comparing different qualities of writing is not always explicitly 

stated in writing center literature. In Jeff Brooks’ article, “Minimalist Tutoring: Making 

the Student Do All the Work,” the understanding of good writing is taken for granted. 

Brooks’ main point is that writing center tutors, “should take on a secondary role, serving 

mainly to keep the writer focused on his own writing” (2). For Brooks, “The student, not 

the tutor, should ‘own’ the paper and take full responsibility for it” (2). To take this 

secondary role and allow students to own their papers, “We can discuss strategies for 
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effective writing and principles of structure, we can draw students’ attention to features in 

their writing, and we can give them support and encouragement” (Brooks 2). However, 

before tutors can be expected to discuss “strategies for effective writing,” “principles of 

structure,” or “draw attention to features in their writing,” tutors need to know those 

strategies, structures, and important features—they need to know the rhetorical context of 

the writing because the student writer may not know them.  

Others have made this point. In their article, “A Critique of Pure Tutoring,” Linda 

Shamoon and Deborah Burns related an event from Burns’ education that highlights the 

need for tutors to know the rhetorical context of a particular type of writing. Burns was 

working on her MA thesis in English Literature, and she gave a draft of her work to her 

director. She was surprised by her director’s practices: “he took their papers and rewrote 

them while they watched,” which seemed “authoritative, intrusive, directive, and product-

oriented,” and, “went against everything she [Burns] had learned in composition studies” 

(Shamoon and Burns 138). However, Burns points out that, “when the director intervened, 

a number of thematic, stylistic, and rhetorical issues came together in a way that revealed 

and made accessible aspects of the discipline which had remained unexplained or out of 

reach” (Shamoon and Burns 138). The actions of Burns’ director went against the writing 

center practices recommended by Brooks, but his actions showed Burns the expectations 

and needs, the rhetorical contexts, for writing in her discipline. 

Shamoon and Burns point out that prior to Burns’ meeting with her director, she 

had worked with a number of her peers on her draft, and that she and her peers had 

followed a similar methodology to Brooks’ leaving everything to the writer (Shamoon 

and Burns 136-137); however, her experience with her director helped her more than all 
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of the previous peer work (Shamoon and Burns 138-139). During his writing center 

training, the coordinator took this to mean that before he could really follow Brooks’ idea 

of taking a secondary role, he first needed to fully understand the rhetorical contexts of 

the writing he was reading. The coordinator could only do this if he had someone show 

him an example of good writing and show him how to take average writing and make it 

better for a specific discipline. For the WEP, this meant that the coordinator needed to 

have a clear understanding of the rhetorical contexts of good engineering writing before 

he could effectively comment, or train other writing tutors to comment, on engineering 

writing for the ME faculty. 

The need for this understanding brought up a subtle aspect of the WEP’s 

development: authority. Authority is always a tricky topic in writing center literature, as 

Carino points out in, “Power and Authority in Peer Tutoring,” specifically stating, “the 

question of tutorial power and authority….had a long and unresolved history in the 

writing center community” (97). In essence, modern writing centers tend to go out of 

their way to downplay their power and authority and have, “masked these terms in the 

egalitarian rhetoric of ‘peer-ness’” (Carino “Power” 97). The majority of the writing 

center literature stresses the importance of working with writers and being their peer, not 

an evaluator (Carino “Power” 98-99), which creates a paradoxical issue: as Shamoon and 

Burns point out, tutoring in many disciplines is, “hierarchical: there is an open admission 

that some individuals have more knowledge and skills than others, and that the 

knowledge and skills are being ‘handed down’” (141). This hierarchical model runs 

counter to the peer collaboration model that is at the heart of writing center theory and 

practices, but the hierarchical is what actually happens. No matter how it is dressed up as 
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“egalitarian peer-ness,” writing tutors are knowledgeable, skilled writers who have been 

given additional training to tutor other writers. Writers do not want to work with someone 

who knows as much or less about writing than they do; they want to work with someone 

who is a better writer. Writing tutors are skilled writers, so acting otherwise undermines 

their authority with clients. However, they need to balance their skill against the need to 

be approachable and non-directive to work from a standpoint of a peer, not an authority 

figure. 

This delicate balance of claiming peer-ness, but functioning as more 

knowledgeable writers, can create a number of issues in writing centers. Carino 

highlights these issues with four hypothetical sessions, commenting that: 

Tutorials, then, I would argue, depend on authority and power, authority 

about the nature of the writing and the power to proceed from or resist 

what that authority says. Either tutor and student must share authority…or 

one or the other must have it, and in writing centers the one with it is more 

often the tutor…. Writing centers should not be ashamed of this fact. Of 

course there are caveats. In some tutorials, authority may be lacking on 

both parts, because every tutor cannot be expert in all types of writing. 

(“Power” 106-107) 

Here Carino gets at the exact concern that the coordinator had when developing the 

WEP—he was not an expert in engineering writing, which meant the WEP would not 

have the needed authority until the coordinator and ME faculty developed a clear 

definition of good engineering writing and developed a level of expertise in engineering 

writing. 
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Writing center training told the coordinator what he needed to do and the 

resources he needed to acquire to accomplish the task, but this training did not provide 

him with the needed understanding of engineering writing. The coordinator’s method for 

finding the needed resources deviated from the typical method used by writing instructors 

or writing across the curriculum professionals. Starting with a foundation of being non-

directive, striving for a collaborative environment, and allowing the ME faculty to be the 

experts on engineering writing, the coordinator’s method was to learn how to produce 

good engineering writing. After he could replicate good engineering writing, he could 

train writing tutors to effectively comment on engineering writing. 

The next section reviews a broad range of rhetoric and composition and writing 

across the curriculum literature used by the coordinator as touchstones. The coordinator’s 

method of approaching the idea of good engineering writing from the position of a 

learner shaped the scope of literature used. In a way the coordinator was approaching 

engineering writing from an engineering point of view. In rhetoric and composition and 

writing across the curriculum literature, approaching engineering writing a learner has 

some connections to assessment, specifically the clear examination of how a document 

works and what is a marker of good engineering writing versus a violation of rhetorical 

expectations. In engineering, this approach is similar to the design process and to quality 

management. Similar to the design process, the coordinator approached good engineering 

writing by first looking for benchmarks (known, measurable indicators of good 

engineering writing), second building prototypes (attempts at producing good engineering 

writing), and third refining the prototypes into working models. The similarities to quality 

management go beyond the actual analysis of how to compose good engineering writing 
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into practical methods for teaching good engineering writing to others. Essentially, a 

well-designed model of good engineering writing can be used to teach engineering 

students how to produce quality engineering writing. 

2.3 The Teaching of Writing: Some Benchmarks 

The purpose of this section is to broadly review the literature used to teach 

teachers of writing. This includes rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, 

and professional or technical writing literature. The purpose for this broad definition is to 

create a section that is thematically focused on the benchmarks currently provided for 

good engineering writing.  

In the Purdue Writing Lab, two handbooks are used to prepare teaching assistants 

for teaching writing classes because they provide a distilled presentation of how the of 

teaching writing is generally practiced according to rhetoric and composition literature. 

First, The Longman Teaching Assistant’s Handbook, by Stephen Wilhoit, devotes an 

entire chapter to the core principle of teaching writing, “When you respond to your 

students’ writing, keep in mind your primary goal: to help your students become better 

writers” (76). Responding to writing is the primary role for writing teachers, and Wilhoit 

provides some guidance for effective responses. Responding is not about editing or 

finding every error in a paper; it is about, “[encouraging] students to reflect on their 

writing or thinking” (Wilhoit 77). In a very real way, the act of responding to student 

writing is intended to help, “students develop their critical thinking skills, and [to teach] 

them how to produce more rhetorically sophisticated papers” (Wilhoit 77). Wilhoit also 

advises to, “not take over the student’s text” (88) while responding and looking for ways 

to encourage improvement. 
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Effectively responding in this way is not always easy, so Wilhoit includes a 

lengthy heuristic for how to respond to student papers. A few specific questions from 

Wilhoit’s heuristic are listed for closer analysis: 

• How has the writer misinterpreted the assignment? 

• Is the content of the paper effective? 

• Are the claims clearly stated and adequately qualified? 

• Has the writer explained the link between his or her claims and support? 

• Are the claims and support adequate and appropriate given the rhetorical context 

of the assignment? 

• Is the presentation of ideas or arguments logical? 

• Are there problems with jargon? 

• Is the essay presented in a way appropriate for the intended audience? 

• Does the piece effectively meet the needs of the intended audience? (Figure 5.2 

83-85) 

The questions listed all require writing teachers to know and understand the rhetorical 

context and expectations of the writing for an assignment, which suggests that this 

heuristic is based on the assumption that writing teachers know exactly what good 

writing looks like for the rhetorical context of a specific piece of writing. This is a fair 

assumption when writing teachers teach writing within their own discipline, but it 

becomes less useful when writing teachers are not working with writing in their own 

discipline.  

This leads to a second handbook, Beth Hedengren’s A TA’s Guide to Teaching 

Writing in All Disciplines, which repeated a great deal of the same material as Wilhoit’s 
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book. Hedengren also devoted a chapter—albeit half as long as Wilhoit’s—to 

commenting on student papers, which focuses more on the mechanics of commenting 

than on the theory behind the comments. She does point out that when, “Faced with an 

imposing stack of papers and little time for response, it is easy to fall into the ‘rubber-

stamp’ mode of communication. … [Which] often do not mean anything to our students” 

(92). At the same time, however, Hedengren’s advice for commenting on student papers 

is not focused towards helping “students develop their critical thinking skills, and [to 

teach] them how to produce more rhetorically sophisticated papers” (Wilhoit 77); instead, 

her advice is focused on improving writing skills, “Your purpose is to help students 

improve their writing skills; the students need your guidance to know how to do this” 

(Hedengren 93). Interestingly, while Hedengren never uses the term “rhetorical context” 

or even “rhetoric,” her comment implies that writing teachers need to know the rhetorical 

context of the writing because the students are looking to the writing teachers for 

guidance. To improve student writing skills, writing teachers need to know what kinds of 

writing would meet the expectations of the rhetorical context, which necessitates writing 

teachers knowing the exact rhetorical context expectations for writing in a specific 

discipline. However, the language used to convey this point—the avoidance of the terms 

“rhetorical context” and “rhetoric”—suggest a subtle shift in the rhetorical context of the 

handbooks. Wilhoit is writing to English major writing teachers who teach first-year 

composition; Hedengren is writing to non-English majors or English majors writing 

teachers teaching writing outside of their discipline. 

This subtle change in how the teaching of writing is taught is important to 

understanding Winsor’s claim that, “engineers usually see their work [writing] as 
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inherently arhetorical” (Writing 11), and this change is important in development of the 

WEP’s definition of “good” engineering writing. In the introduction of this chapter, the 

idea that scientific and engineering writing should avoid rhetoric was quoted from Cox 

and Roland. They explicitly state that, “rhetoric should be avoided assiduously in 

scientific writing” (140). Following that statement, and the deeply ingrained avoidance to 

rhetoric it fostered in scientific and engineering writing, any lesson designed to teach 

writing teachers how to teach writing to a scientific or engineering audience would avoid 

using any terms containing the word “rhetoric” due to the rhetorical context of scientific 

and engineering writing. Or, using the word “rhetoric” in any form would seriously 

weaken any statement made concerning scientific or engineering writing to a scientific or 

engineering audience. 

This directly connects to the development of the WEP and its definition of good 

engineering writing because, as pointed out in the previous section, the coordinator was 

relying on collaboration from the ME faculty to develop the needed understanding of the 

rhetorical contexts for engineering writing; however, the coordinator could not use the 

word “rhetoric” because the word carried too much baggage. Instead, the coordinator had 

to carefully listen to how the ME faculty explained the purpose, audience, goal, and 

expectations of engineering writing. He had to find terms that they used when talking 

about writing. 

As a result of this lack of direct correlation between the terms the coordinator 

used to describe writing and the terms the ME faculty used to describe writing, the 

coordinator found most rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, and 

professional writing literature to be of limited value. To be clear, the limitations were not 
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due to incorrect information, a lack of information, or poorly presented information; to 

the contrary, the rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, and technical 

writing literature presented detailed discussions about good writing. However, the 

information and details that were presented were not specific enough for understanding 

engineering writing, or they only focused on a narrow scope of writing that was focused 

on concepts and theory more than practice. Engineering writing is used in a different 

manner than other forms of writing: Engineering writing is used to effectively and 

accurately convey information. It is not used to create new information or to explore 

ideas and concepts.  

This difference in purpose and level of detail is similar to the difference between a 

book discussing Victorian furniture and the directions for assembling a computer desk. 

The rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, and technical writing 

literature focused on how the furniture looks, where a style originated, and the subtle 

differences from one style to the next. Engineering writing focuses on the measurements 

and assembly of the parts to make a functioning piece of furniture. Due to this difference, 

rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, and technical writing literature 

did not offer enough practical details for the development of the WEP or its definition of 

good engineering writing. 

This is not to say that rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, or 

technical writing literature was not useful; the heuristics, discussions, and pedagogical 

techniques were helpful, especially the technical writing textbooks. Richard Johnson-

Sheehan’s Technical Communication Today, Mike Markel’s Technical Communication, 

and the St. Martin’s Business Writer’s Handbook all contained useful and informative 
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discussions about the needs of technical writing, the general rhetorical contexts for 

technical writing, and the production of technical documents. The information was a 

good starting point, and it pointed the coordinator in the right direction, but none of the 

literature offered a close enough examination of engineering writing for developing the 

WEP and its definition of good engineering writing. That examination could only come 

from careful analysis of good engineering writing, close collaboration with the ME 

faculty, and recursive revising of prototypes of good engineering writing. 

The review of rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum and 

technical communication literature provided some rough benchmarks for learning to 

compose good engineering writing—which was its job. The production of prototypes 

relied on sample documents, both published and student work. Determining how the 

prototypes worked required careful assessment and analysis. 

2.4 Assessment and Analytic Rubrics: Ensuring Quality Engineering Writing  

The purpose of this section is to present the highlights of the assessment and 

analytic rubric literature used to develop the WEP and its definition of good engineering 

writing. Assessment and analytic rubric literature is combined into a single section for the 

sake of convenience. While there is an enormous body of literature on both topics, in 

practice, the coordinator used a selection guided by the needs of the WEP.  

When selecting the literature that was used, the goal was to get a working system 

into place for the ME faculty. There was not enough time to conduct extensive research; 

instead the coordinator needed a working system that could be revised and refined as time 

progressed. In a very real way, this reflects the engineering practice building a prototype 
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to have a working model to test. This specific parallel will become more important in 

Chapter 4, The Writing Enhancement Program’s Definition of Good Engineering Writing. 

There are two major points concerning assessment pertinent to the development 

of the WEP and its definition of good engineering writing: the exact definition of 

assessment, and the understanding that the expectations of mature writing systems—such 

as engineering writing—have become transparent to many experienced engineers. Brian 

Huot’s (Re)Articulating Writing Assessment for Teaching and Learning, in which Huot 

carefully explains his definition of assessment and its role in teaching and learning. 

Early in (Re)Articulating Writing Assessment for Teaching and Learning, Huot 

lays out his overarching goals: 

[W]riting assessment can become a more unified field with a central 

focus…that grading, testing and assessing student writing are separate acts 

incorrectly lumped together and that makes us miss the importance of 

assessment for the teaching of writing…that all assessment contains 

theoretical implications…that responding to student writing should focus 

more on the way we read student work and write back to them…and that 

writing assessment can never be understood outside of its practical 

applications. (3) 

He goes further by saying, “I am specifically interested in neutralizing assessment’s more 

negative influences and accentuating its more positive effects for teaching and learning” 

(7). In effect, Huot is attempting to draw a clear distinction between assessment for the 

purposes of evaluating student work and assigning grades or, “to enforce certain 

culturally positioned standards and refuse entrance [into college] to certain people and 
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groups of people” (8), and the use of “instructive assessment” used to aid students in 

understanding how their writing works and functions (10-18). In later portions of his 

book, Huot shifts to using the term “instructive evaluation,” without explanation or 

definition. Therefore, “instructive assessment” will be used because it is more aligned 

with the WEP’s development. For the development of the WEP and its definition of good 

engineering writing, it is this idea of instructive assessment that is of greatest importance. 

As the previous two sections have discussed, engineering writing exists within a 

rhetorical context with specific expectations and needs (Winsor “Engineering 

Writing/Writing Engineering” 67). However, a clear definition of analysis this rhetorical 

context was not forthcoming, and the literature devoted to the teaching of writing tended 

to provide more general guidelines and recommendations. Add to this the revelation that 

the ME faculty do not discuss or describe their writing using the same terms as the 

coordinator, and the only reasonable method forward was to conduct a direct analysis (or 

instructive assessment) of writing deemed good engineering writing by the ME faculty. 

At its core, instructive assessment is a way, “to help students learn to work as 

writers” (Huot 62), and an important aspect of this is that students need to understand 

how their writing needs to work versus how it is working: “Without the ability to know 

when a piece of writing works or not, we would be unable to revise our writing” (Huot 

62), a point that has been stressed multiple times in this chapter. Huot, however, takes 

this point a bit further when he explains that Sarah Freedman, Professor of the Graduate 

School of Education at UC Berkley, discovered that, “professional writers receive lower 

holistic scores than students because professional writing violates the expectations 

teachers have for student work” (qtd. in Huot 67). This insight into professional writing 
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versus student work is important to the development of the WEP because the ME faculty 

intentionally design many of their classes to emulate the professional engineering 

environment, complete with professional engineering writing expectations. This 

observation provided further support for my decision to develop the WEP and its 

definition of good engineering writing based on collaboration with the ME faculty instead 

of relying on literature aimed at a wider audience of learning writers. 

Huot defined his idea of instructive assessment as:  

[involving] the student in the process of [assessment], making her aware 

of what it is she is trying to create and how well her current draft matches 

the linguistic and rhetorical targets she has set for herself, targets that have 

come from her understanding of the context, audience, purpose, and other 

rhetorical features of a specific piece of writing. (69) 

For the development of the WEP, the coordinator was essentially the student trying to be 

aware of how engineering writing matched its rhetorical targets, for which he relied on 

samples of engineering writing, conversations with the ME faculty, and field notes from 

the weekly ME 263 staff meetings. The coordinator specifically asked for a range of 

engineering writing, from “good” to “poor,” so he could build a clear comparison. 

It was not possible to simply ask the ME faculty their definition of “good” 

engineering writing because, as Martha Patton points out in Writing in the Research 

University, aspects of paradigms become tacit and transparent to mature practitioners (19), 

and the explicit needs of good engineering writing had become transparent to the ME 

faculty. The ME faculty could point out sentences or paragraphs that didn’t work, but 

they weren’t always able to provide clear explanation. As such, the coordinator had to 
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assess the samples of writing by looking at, “the context, audience, purpose and other 

rhetorical features of a specific piece of writing” (Huot 69), and compare what he was 

seeing to what he had been told by the ME faculty or understood from the ME 263 staff 

meetings. This analysis led to a prototype definition of good engineering writing, one that 

the coordinator could use a starting point for WEP work. There were, however, two 

major issues: the coordinator needed an efficient, effective, and reliable method for 

conveying the definition to a wide audience, and the definition had not been verified by 

the ME faculty. However, the two issues were inexorably linked, and had to be addressed 

in a recursive manner. 

As Patton points out, “In a mature [writing] paradigm, then the rules tend to be 

accepted unquestioned simply because they work” (19), and I would identify engineering 

writing as a “mature” writing paradigm that works in its rhetorical contexts. However, 

Patton goes further when she says, “If students cannot see much evidence that writing is 

valued by key authority figures, their engineering professors, students may 

(mis)appropriate a disdain for writing” (73). While the coordinator agreed with Patton, 

this is not the case for the WEP; the WEP itself is a clear indication to the students that 

their ME professors value writing. However, there is a difference between valuing 

writing and efficiently and effectively explaining the needs of engineering writing. 

An important aspect of this unquestioned acceptance of the expectations of 

engineering writing (Patton 19) is that practiced engineering writers may rarely if ever 

stop to examine how their writing actually functions. In practice, it works, so they use it, 

similar to non-engineers simply accepting that a modern bridge will be stable. For the 

WEP, the coordinator had to examine the expectations, and he had to repeatedly verify 
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that his analysis was correct. This meant his attempts to write like an engineer was based 

on what he had found examining the writing samples and his observations. 

The coordinator’s initial examinations and observations were rough and required 

multiple revisions before the ME faculty agreed that his engineering writing was good 

engineering writing. Through these multiple iterations of drafting and verification, he 

began to find patterns and consistent expectations that he could codify into a useful 

definition. However, even as the coordinator was finding the patterns and expectations, 

he did not have a reliable method for describing what he was finding to the ME faculty. 

To a large degree, the coordinator had to come up with a different description for each 

faculty member, a system that could not be efficiently codified into a reliable definition. 

To overcome the lack of reliable definition, the coordinator turned to analytic 

rubrics. While he initially began with a holistic rubric—with which he was more 

comfortable and familiar—holistic rubrics did not fit into an established rhetorical 

context for engineering writing.5 Analytic rubrics, however, did fit into established 

rhetorical contexts for engineering writing, and were also described in both Wilhoit and 

Hedengren’s books. 

The coordinator’s research into analytic rubrics turned up one very consistent and 

important point: Don’t use an analytic rubric designed for another program or course. 

During his research, he found an analytic rubric created by Melanie Booth. When the 

coordinator contacted Booth via email to ask permission to use her rubric, she was very 

clear that he should build his own analytic rubric for his program. She suggested that he 

                                                
5 There is more detail regarding this issue in Chapter 3. 
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use her rubric only as a starting point, and she directed him to some resources for 

building effective analytic rubrics.6 

The coordinator relied heavily on Booth’s analytic rubric and two of the resources 

Booth provided: Sandra Allen and John Knight’s, “A Method for Collaboratively 

Developing and Validating a Rubric,” and Deandra Little’s, “Creating a Rubric” 

worksheet (See Figure 2-1, Little’s Worksheet).  

Allen and Knight’s article is a practical guide designed to help programs develop 

rubrics for internal assessment and evaluation with two specific goals, “(1) to formulate 

and test a rubric as a teaching and learning protocol for a multi-section course taught by 

various instructors; and (2) to assure that students’ learning outcomes are consistently 

assessed against the rubric regardless of teacher or section” (1). Of most interest to the 

WEP was the step-by-step process for developing the needed analytic rubric, which 

included, “formulating the rubric, collecting data, and sequentially analyzing the 

techniques used to validate the rubric and to insure precision in grading papers in 

multiple sections of a course” (Allen and Knight 1). Due to the coordinator’s limited 

familiarity with analytic rubrics, their pragmatic and detailed process was invaluable. 

 

                                                
6 Due to a computer failure, the original email exchange had been lost. This is a recreated 
conversation from field notes. 
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Figure 2-1, Little’s Worksheet 

Allen and Knight’s process follows eight steps, with discussion and, if appropriate, 

statistical data. This was far more detail than the coordinator needed, but the general 

process identified the major components of developing and validating an analytic rubric 
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sufficiently for the needs of the WEP. A point that overlapped between Allen and 

Knight’s work and all of the writing center literature was the need for very close 

collaboration between the involved parties. Allen and Knight repeatedly checked with the 

involved parties to verify that their rubric was working as needed (7-10), and used this 

repeated collaboration and interaction to validate their work. 

The coordinator combined Allen and Knight’s process with a heuristic from 

Little’s “Creating a Rubric” (See Figure 2-1, Little’s Worksheet). Little is more focused 

on developing the exact content of an analytic rubric than on the larger issues of 

collaboration and validity, but her heuristic was instrumental for the development of the 

analytic that was developed for the WEP. 

The verification of the WEP’s definition of good engineering writing was 

conducted at the same time as the verification of the reliability of the analytic rubric. 

After an initial analytic rubric was developed and accepted by the ME faculty, it was 

tested on real assignments. As the ME faculty reported concerns, confusion, questions, or 

issues, the definition and analytic rubric were revised. After multiple iterations of 

revision, the definition and analytic rubric were accepted by the ME faculty and the 

students. 

2.5 Conclusion: Putting the Literature Together 

The writing center, rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, 

technical writing, and assessment literature used to develop the WEP provided the needed 

foundation for the coordinator to effectively collaborate with the ME faculty to built a 

working system for the WEP, to refine the system into an effective analytic rubric, and to 

develop a definition of good engineering writing. By using a non-directive, collaborative 
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approach that regarded the ME faculty as experts in engineering writing and attempting 

to recreate good engineering writing, the coordinator was able to synthesize an eclectic 

range of literature and practices into a meaningful and useful method for developing a 

custom writing program and a definition of a specific genre of writing.  

 The next chapter details the actual events of the development and refinement of 

the WEP that resulted in the verified definition of good engineering writing and a reliable 

analytic rubric. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE WRITING ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM 

3.1 The Writing Enhancement Program 

The purpose of this chapter is to chronicle the development of the Purdue 

School of Mechanical Engineering Writing Enhancement Program (WEP), the 

development of the WEP’s assessment tools, and the development of the WEP’s 

definition of good engineering writing. For simplicity, the development has been 

divided into generations, which are based on major revisions to the WEP and its 

assessment tools. The initial tools were prototypes and should be viewed as a pilot 

study. It is called Generation 1 for clarity. 

The WEP is a boutique7 writing program embedded in a single, required 

undergraduate course—ME 263—in the Purdue School of Mechanical Engineering 

(ME). ME 263 is a 200-level design course focused on introducing mechanical 

engineering undergraduate students to the design process. The course covers more 

than the engineering aspects of designing a product; it looks at the entire process, 

which includes brainstorming multiple possible products, selecting one of the 

products, researching the potential market for the product, researching user needs, 

modeling the product, determining the cost of the product, and making a 

                                                
7 The term “boutique” is used to mean that this is a small, limited-scope, custom-
crafted program, similar to boutique manufacturing in engineering. This is to 
differentiate between larger, college-wide programs. 
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formal presentation for approval to put the product into production. The products are 

not actually put into production, but some prototypes have been built.  

 At the beginning of the course, students are divided into teams and given a 

prompt designed to mirror a corporate project. The prompt presents the teams with 

some parameters. A different prompt is used each semester; one of the prompts was 

for each team to design an assistive aid for people with a disability, and another 

prompt was to design a product for use in post-disaster environments. 

The course is taught in multiple lecture and lab sections. Students attend two 

lectures a week. The lectures are given by senior ME faculty. There are normally two 

lecturers, one of whom is the lead faculty member. The students also attend two lab 

sessions that are led by lab coordinators who are either ME faculty or highly-

experienced ME graduate teaching assistants. An ME teaching assistant assists the lab 

coordinators in each lab. Most of the ME teaching assistants are ME graduate 

students, but on occasion there are undergraduate ME teaching assistants. 

The course includes a number of individual and team writing projects: three 

individual memos, five team memos, two written reports, and two presentations. The 

teaching assistants and lab coordinators are responsible for grading the memos. For 

the remainder of this dissertation, “ME 263 faculty” will be used to refer to the 

lectures, lab coordinators, and teaching assistants as a group. 

The WEP began in the Fall of 2010 when the ME faculty approached the 

Purdue Writing Lab for assistance on commenting on undergraduate writing. The ME 

263 faculty where not happy with the quality of engineering writing being produced 

by their undergraduates, but the ME faculty did not feel qualified to make effective 
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comments to improve their undergraduate engineering writing. Therefore, the ME 

faculty contacted the Writing Lab under the assumption that the Writing Lab’s tutors 

were qualified to comment on, and ostensibly improve, undergraduate engineering 

writing. 

3.2 Writing Enhancement Program Generation 1 

To address the needs of the ME 263 students and faculty, four tutors agreed to 

comment on the undergraduate engineering writing. I was appointed coordinator, and 

the boutique-writing program, the WEP, rapidly took shape. As part of the new 

program, the coordinator attended the weekly ME 263 staff meetings to answer any 

questions and to keep in close contact with the ME faculty. In addition, it was decided 

by the coordinator and the ME faculty that the WEP would only comment on the ME 

263 student memos.  

The scope of the program was limited for three reasons. First, the WEP was a 

totally new concept and the coordinator and ME faculty agreed that it would take time 

to build a working system for efficiently commenting on ME 263 writing; therefore, 

the scope was limited to simplify the WEP’s development. Second, the size of the 

longer writing assignments would greatly complicate the task of commenting on the 

students’ writing in a timely manner, so the coordinator and ME faculty limited the 

scope to shorter memo assignments to help ensure that students would receive 

comments and grades on the longer writing assignments in a timely manner. Third, 

the coordinator explained to the ME faculty that the lack of a detailed understanding 

of writing expectations, and the lack of a usable definition of good engineering 
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writing, would make it virtually impossible for the tutors to make meaningful 

comments. 

It is important to note that limiting the WEP to only the memos in ME 263 

was always intended as a temporary limitation. After the WEP developed and refined 

a reliable method for commenting on ME 263 writing, developed the needed 

understanding of the expectations of engineering writing, and developed a usable 

definition of good engineering writing, the WEP would expand to comment on the 

longer writing assignments.  

3.2.1 Generation 1 Holistic Rubric 

Following the Writing Lab’s non-directive policy, the tutors did not grade the 

ME 263 writing assignments. Instead, the coordinator created a holistic rubric (See 

Figure 3-1, Generation 1 Holistic Rubric) to describe the engineering writing.  

 

Figure 3-1, Generation 1 Holistic Rubric 
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The use of a holistic rubric was intended to provide consistent feedback to the ME 

263 students without having the tutors assign an actual grade. The goal was to 

articulate to the ME 263 students and faculty if the writing was meeting the 

expectations of good engineering writing and to explain the needed revisions. 

Because the WEP did not have a clear definition of good engineering writing, the 

initial rubric was very loosely based on the ETS GRE, the ACT, and the SAT essay 

rubrics, which was assumed to be understandable to both the ME 263 students and 

faculty and an acceptable, if generic, definition of good engineering writing. 

3.2.2 Generation 1 Error-Counting Sheet 

In addition to the holistic rubric, the coordinator also built an error-counting sheet 

(See Figure 3-2, Generation 1 Error-Counting Sheet). By combining the common 

error lists in The Everyday Writer by Andrea Lunsford and Rules for Writers by 

Diana Hacker and Nancy Sommers, and adding an “Other” category for errors that 

did not correspond to the common error lists, the error-counting sheet addressed the 

ME faculties’ concern about grammar issues.  

The use of such a tool is not a commonly accepted practice in writing centers 

or the wider composition field; however, the error-counting sheet was used because 

the engineers asked specifically for consistent comments on grammar issues. Even as 

the error-counting sheet was built, used, and revised, the coordinator was fully aware 

that its use was not in alignment with rhetoric and composition, writing across the 

curriculum, or writing center practices and theory, as discussed in Chapter 2.  
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Figure 3-2, Generation 1 Error-Counting Sheet 

During the initial meetings with the ME faculty, they repeatedly stressed their 

concerns about the ME 263 students’ grammar issues. When other possible issues 

were offered, the ME faculty always returned to grammar as the most pressing 

concern. It is for this reason that the coordinator decided to focus so heavily on 

grammar during the development of the WEP. This narrow focus on grammar only 

was the “skill and drill” system North and others fought against, but as a trained and 
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experienced writing tutor, the coordinator followed writing center training of being 

non-directive and worked to give the ME faculty what they were requesting. 

However, the coordinator expected that the strong focus on the grammar would 

provide enough evidence of other issues to demonstrate that grammar was not the 

root issue, and open the ME faculty up to a wider view of writing needs. 

Basing the development of a writing program on the expectation of evidence 

was a calculated risk. The coordinator knew it was possible for the evidence for other 

issues to be vague, and for the vague results to cause the ME faculty to question the 

WEP, the coordinator, and the Writing Lab. However, the coordinator had worked 

with enough engineering writers to be confident that the evidence of other issues 

would be clearly present. 

The error-counting sheet listed the errors in a numbered list, with each error 

having a unique number. The tutors would annotate errors in student writing with the 

number corresponding the error on the list. The error-counting sheet contained URLs 

to relevant resources listed next to each error, so students could connect the number 

corresponding to an error to a specific term and corrective resource. 

All of the ME faculty repeatedly stressed to the coordinator that the ME 263 

students were extremely grade-conscious. To address this, the coordinator distributed 

examples of all of the WEP tools to the ME faculty and conducted a training session 

during one of the ME 263 staff meetings to ensure that they could explain the tools to 

their students. 
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3.2.3 Generation 1 Results 

Results from the Generation 1 holistic rubrics did not provide any meaningful 

findings because there was no baseline for comparison. 

The Generation 1 holistic rubric was used for only two ME 263 writing 

assignments before revisions were required. The coordinator and the ME faculty both 

knew that the development of efficient WEP tools would take multiple collaborative 

revisions, so the short life of the first generation holistic rubric was not a concern. 

Any tool for commenting on student writing will need to be customized for each 

course; both the coordinator and the ME faculty understood and expected this from 

the very beginning of the WEP. 

Results from the Generation 1 error-counting sheets indicated that over 40% 

of errors fell into the “Other” category (See Figure 3-3, Generation 1 Error-Counting 

Sheet Results), clearly showing that grammar concerns were not the only issue in ME 

263 undergraduate engineering writing. This result was not a surprise to the 

coordinator—it was anticipated—and the result did not seem to be a surprise to the 

ME faculty. In fact, during a meeting with the ME faculty, their only surprise was that 

40% was more than they expected. They readily admitted and knew that there were 

other issues in their students’ writing; they just didn’t know the percentage. 
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Figure 3-3, Generation 1 Error-Counting Sheet Results 

The Generation 1 error-counting sheet was only used for one writing 

assignment before revisions were required. Again, this short life span was expected 

by both the coordinator and the ME faculty, so the need for careful, collaborative 

revision was viewed as an important step in the development of the WEP and not as a 

weakness. 
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3.2.4 Generation 1 Concerns 

The holistic rubric was designed to allow the tutors to describe how each 

student paper functioned in relation to the coordinator’s—and the ME faculty’s—

initial assumptions of how engineering writing should function. Each description was 

numbered to allow the tutors to quickly mark each paper, and to allow students to see 

how their paper met with the expectations of good engineering writing. The numbers 

were not designed to be an evaluation of the paper or to be used as an indication of 

the grade the paper should receive. However, some of the ME faculty and students 

were attempting to use the description numbers as the writing grade. 

In the first and second ME 263 staff meetings, the coordinator received 

multiple questions from the ME faculty about how the holistic rubric number should 

be equated to a letter grade. In addition, the ME faculty reported that many of the ME 

students raised questions about how their grades were being derived and complained 

that the holistic rubric number did not correspond to their grades. ME faculty also 

reported that the majority of the ME students were confused by the descriptions and 

that the ME students seemed to ignore the descriptions. At least three of the ME 

faculty reported that their students misunderstood the function of the descriptions 

even after the ME faculty explained the function of the holistic rubric. All of the ME 

faculty reported having trouble explaining the holistic rubric to their students. 

The error-counting sheet was designed to allow tutors to rapidly comment on 

common errors in a consistent manner, and the number of errors was not designed to 

correlate to the grade of a paper. The ME faculty reported students being confused by 

the lack of correlation between the number of errors marked on their papers and their 
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grade for the paper. At least four ME faculty reported arguments with students who 

had few errors marked on their papers but who received a B or lower on their 

assignment. Almost all of the ME faculty reported difficulty explaining the error-

counting sheet to their students, and over half of the ME faculty admitted that they 

were personally confused by the error-counting sheet. 

There were also two growing concerns with the use of tutors to comment on 

the ME undergraduate engineering writing. One concern was logistical—the 

coordinator was having a hard time getting the results of the WEP assessment to the 

ME faculty in a timely manner. The coordinator had to wait for the writing to be 

collected by the ME faculty, pick the assignments up from the ME building, assign 

the memos to tutors, distribute the assignments to the tutors, and then wait for the 

tutors to complete their assessment. After the tutors completed their assessment, the 

coordinator had to re-collect the assignments, organize them, record the results, scan 

the results, and return the assignments to the ME faculty. At times, this cycle was 

taking over three weeks for single-page assignments. 

A second concern was the tutors’ unfamiliarity with engineering writing and 

engineering in general. The tutors were commenting on, and marking errors of, 

phrases that were perfectly correct in engineering writing. This unfamiliarity was 

starting to result in some students reportedly ignoring all of the WEP comments, 

reportedly assuming that the tutors were not qualified to make any comments on 

writing. During the ME 263 staff meetings, no fewer than four ME faculty reported 

students complaining that the tutors didn’t know what they were talking about. Three 

ME faculty reported that observed students simply throw away the error counting 
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sheets without a glance. One reported seeing a student simply note the grade before 

throwing the entire paper in the trash. 

3.3 WEP Generation 2 

Based on the results and insights from WEP Gen 1, and the body of feedback 

from the ME faculty and tutors, the coordinator began revising and refining the 

holistic rubric, error-counting sheet, the program logistics, and tutor training.  

3.3.1 Generation 2 Holistic Rubric 

After a number of meetings between the coordinator and ME faculty, the 

holistic rubric was changed from a 5-point scale to a 10-point scale, and the 

descriptions were revised to focus more on the descriptive qualities of the writing 

(See Figure 3-4, Generation 2 Holistic Rubric).  

The coordinator was wary of the change to a 10-point scale on the holistic 

rubric because previous experience had shown that the ME faculty and students 

tended to look for a direct correlation between the holistic rubric score and a letter 

grade. A 10-point scale more closely resembled a grade (8 of 10 versus 4 of 5); 

therefore, the coordinator specifically stressed to the ME faculty that the holistic 

rubric score was not, and should not, be directly equated to a letter grade. To further 

stress this point, each score was described in more detail. It was hoped that the more 

detailed descriptions would help the ME faculty and students better understand the 

function of the holistic rubric score. To aid in better understanding, the coordinator 
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Figure 3-4, Generation 2 Holistic Rubric 
spent great time explaining the holistic rubric to the ME faculty and stressed the 

importance of the ME faculty explaining the holistic rubric to their students. 

3.3.2 Generation 2 Error-Counting Sheet 

The error-counting sheet was revised to group errors into thematic groups, to 

remove errors that weren’t being observed by the raters, to add errors not found on 

the published common error lists that were being observed by the tutors, and to 

expand the “Other” category to delineate between commonly observed errors that 

could not be categorized into purely grammar issues (See Figure 3-5, Generation 2 

Error-Counting Sheet).  
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Figure 3-5, Generation 2 Error-Counting Sheet 

These categories were strictly based on collaborations between the coordinator and 

the ME faculty—they were not based on any rhetoric and composition, writing across 

the curriculum, or writing center theory or practice.  
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3.3.3 Generation 2 Logistics 

The issue of logistics was difficult to address because the entire WEP staff 

were students with widely varied class schedules, course loads, and extra-curricular 

commitments. For Gen 2, the coordinator recruited more tutors and began using one 

of the tutors as an assistant to collect, sort, scan, and return the memos. This sped up 

the process, reducing the turn around time 7-9 days instead of two weeks. 

3.3.4 Generation 2 Writing Lab Tutor Training 

To address the concerns of tutors’ unfamiliarity with the needs of engineering 

writing, the tutors participated in multiple training modules and a norming session.  

The training modules were a mix of ad-hoc meetings, informal emails, and 

formal training meetings. The coordinator compiled a list of common complaints 

from the ME faculty, and used the modules to address the complaints. Many of the 

common complaints required fairly minor additional training: 

• In engineering writing, the passive voice is acceptable, if it is done correctly. 

This topic came up frequently during the weekly ME 263 staff meetings, and 

the coordinator found it to be an interesting case. The ME faculty said they 

didn’t want to see the passive voice, but the corrections they provided were 

still in the passive voice. To the coordinator, it seemed that the issue with the 

passive voice was when it became confusing to the reader. Indeed, many of 

their examples of good engineering writing contained many sentences 

correctly using the passive voice. To address this, the tutors were told to not 

assume that passive voice was wrong, but were told to provide suggestions on 
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how to use the passive voice correctly. This was different from their Writing 

Lab training, which treated all passive voice as incorrect. 

• In engineering writing, using “I” and second person is unacceptable. The 

tutors were told to mark such occurrences, and to provide comments on which 

pronouns were acceptable.  

• In engineering writing, the use of plural first-person pronouns and some 

referents is not always acceptable. There was a rather lengthy debate about the 

use of “we,” “us,” “our,” “the team,” and proper team names in weekly ME 

263 staff meetings, and a clear set of guidelines was not forthcoming. The 

tutors were informed of this debate, and they were told to indicate the debated 

usages and to provide comments to help the writer understand which pronouns 

and referents to use. Because there was no clear consensus among the ME 

faculty, tutors were told to steer the writers towards more general referents 

and to verify with the ME faculty. 

• In engineering writing, concision is highly valued. Many of the memos were 

vague and rambling, but the tutors were suggesting adding extraneous details. 

The tutors would commonly suggest adding details about why a test was 

conducted or how a test was conducted. However, during the weekly ME 263 

staff meetings and individual meetings with the ME faculty, it became clear 

that the results and implications of the tests were more important. This was 

different from the tutors training, which stressed describing the why and how 

of a test over the result. Therefore, the tutors were told to suggest that the why 
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and how of a test should be condensed, and that it should be secondary to the 

actual results and implications of the results. 

The norming session was conducted in a formal meeting of all of the tutors and the 

coordinator. During the norming session, all of the tutors read, marked, and rated the 

same papers. The marks and ratings were compared and discussed until all the tutors 

agreed on the marks and ratings. This process was repeated with three different 

papers, after which all of the tutors marks and ratings corresponded without 

discussion.  

3.3.5 Generation 2 Results 

Results from the Gen 2 holistic rubrics suggested an improvement in student 

writing over the course of the Fall 2010 semester; however, because of the change to 

a 10-point scale, the Gen 2 results could not be compared to the Gen 1 results. 

Furthermore, the results did not display a clear pattern, possibly because the majority 

of the memos assessed during the Fall 2010 semester using the Gen 2 holistic rubric 

were team memos, which the ME faculty reported as being written by the strongest 

one or two writers in a team. The ME faculty also reported that they were not sure 

that the same writers wrote every team memo, which rendered any meaningful 

analysis useless.  

The Gen 2 holistic rubric was used for 9 memo assignments spanning three 

semesters: the latter portion of the Fall 2010 semester, the entire Spring 2011 

semester, and a portion of the Fall 2011 semester. 
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The results of the Gen 2 error-counting sheet were used to repeatedly revise 

the error-counting sheet, which resulted in a gradual evolution of the error-counting 

sheet (See Figure 3-6, Evolution of Generation 2 Error-Counting Sheet).  

 

Figure 3-6, Evolution of Generation 2 Error-Counting Sheet 

3.3.6 Generation 2 Concerns 

Even after the revisions, extra explanations, and stress on taking more time to 

explain the holistic rubric to the students, ME faculty still reported widespread 
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misunderstanding, mistrust, and frustration towards the holistic rubric. Many ME 

faculty reported hearing students call the holistic rubric “useless,” “a waste of time,” 

and “an unfair burden on grades.” At least four ME faculty reported difficulties 

explaining holistic scores when students disputed their grade. 

The ME faculty were pleased with the revisions to the Gen 2 error-counting 

sheet, but they did not feel that their students were using the resources on the sheet to 

develop their writing. The tutors also reported seeing the same pattern of errors in 

multiple memos from the same student or team. One ME faculty reported talking to a 

student about the error-counting sheet and discovering that the student did not realize 

that the URLs on the sheet were to resources concerning specific errors. Further 

questioning by the same ME faculty indicated that their students were ignoring the 

URLs and still trying to find a direct correlation between the number of errors and 

their grade. 

During the Spring 2011 semester, the WEP logistics totally fell apart. Fewer 

than half of the assignments were actually seen by the tutors, and the turn around time 

hit three weeks. This break down was a direct result of schedule conflicts among the 

tutors. New tutors were recruited, but the slow turn around persisted. 

The additional training for the tutors did not seem to have a great effect. ME 

faculty still reported frequent complaints from their students, and almost all of the 

ME faculty reported seeing their students throw the error-counting sheet and 

comments away without a glance. 
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3.4 WEP Generation 3 

The coordinator and the ME faculty began widespread revisions to the WEP 

during the Fall 2011 semester. These revisions resulted in abandoning the holistic 

rubric, the error-counting sheet, and using tutors. Instead, the coordinator collaborated 

with the ME faculty to craft an analytic rubric, which was used by the ME faculty 

instead of tutors. 

3.4.1 Generation 3 Analytic Rubric 

The holistic rubric was never fully understood by the ME students or 

embraced by the ME faculty. The assumption that using a system similar to the GRE, 

ACT, and SAT essay rubrics test was incorrect. Instead, ME faculty indicated that 

they—and their students—were more familiar with analytic rubrics, because they 

commonly used analytic rubrics in other courses. Therefore, the coordinator and ME 

faculty decided that the WEP should use an analytic rubric. 

To build an analytic rubric for the WEP, the coordinator followed Allen and 

Knight’s article and personal advice from Booth. Allen and Knight and Booth 

recommended against using a pre-made rubric, and instead recommended 

collaboratively constructing a custom rubric focused on specific goals. Booth 

suggested using one of her rubrics (See Figure 3-7, College-Level Writing Rubric) as 

a starting point, but stressed the importance of customizing the WEP’s analytic rubric 

through close collaboration with the ME faculty.  
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Figure 3-7, College Level Writing Rubric 

Following this advice, the coordinator collaborated with the ME faculty to build the 

WEP’s first analytic rubric (See Figure 3-8, Generation 3 Analytic Rubric).  
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Figure 3-8, Generation 3 Analytic Rubric 

The coordinator was surprised about how sensitive the ME faculty were to subtle 

word choices to name the ratings, the level of specific detail required for each 

description, and the extreme attention to parallel structure among the descriptions. 
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The move to having the ME faculty use the analytic rubric to comment on 

student writing solved the logistic and training issues. Instead of writing assignments 

being passed around between three or four people over a period of a week, the ME 

faculty completed the analytic rubric as they graded and made a copy of the 

completed analytic rubric for the WEP coordinator. Also, the ME faculty were 

intimately familiar with engineering writing expectations, and they were completing 

analytic rubrics for memo assignments they helped teach. This meant that they knew 

exactly what students had been told, so there was perfect consistency between what 

was assigned in class and how a memo was graded. 

The ME faculty did, however, need to be trained on how to use the analytic 

rubric. To complete this training, the coordinator conducted a norming session with 

the ME faculty.8 During the norming session, the WEP coordinator explained the 

analytic rubric before presenting the ME faculty with a sample memo assignment 

from a previous semester. The ME faculty then compared their marks and comments, 

discussing what they marked and why. 

In a departure from typical norming sessions, the WEP coordinator did not 

assume the role of arbitrator. Instead, any disagreements were worked out by the ME 

faculty. This was done because the ME faculty were the experts on engineering 

writing—they were engineers. The coordinator took notes and requested clarification 

of each decision. The analytic rubric was then revised to reflect what the ME faculty 

expected and wanted, not what the coordinator might impose. 

                                                
8 Not all of the ME faculty participated in the norming sessions. The lab coordinators 
and the teaching assistants were required to participate, but the lecturers were not. 
This was done because the lecturers did not grade the memo assignments. 
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This method had three major benefits:  

1. All of the ME faculty could confidently and clearly explain their marks to 

their students. They were using an analytic rubric they helped build, so they 

knew exactly how it worked. 

2. Because the ME faculty built and revised the analytic rubric, they developed 

the confidence they needed to comment on writing. Many of the ME faculty 

were nervous about commenting on writing, and for roughly half of the ME 

faculty, American English was not their first language.  

3. The ME faculty were the experts on engineering writing. While the 

coordinator did not have a definition of good engineering writing, the ME 

faculty know what good engineering writing looked like. 

From the very beginning, the coordinator struggled to find a useful description of 

good engineering writing, and many of the guidelines that had been found proved to 

be flawed, overly general, or totally incorrect (see Chapter 2). 

One such guideline was the idea that engineers were more concerned with 

hard data than with writing.9 This turned out to be so overly generalized as to be 

wrong. Through the ME 263 staff meetings and meeting with the ME faculty, the 

coordinator learned that engineers knew that hard data was not self-evident and that 

data was only as good as its presentation. A common statement was that data without 

explanation was useless. One ME faculty member put it more bluntly; “I don’t care 

                                                
9 This guideline is repeated in almost every textbook reviewed concerning teaching 
writing to engineers in specific or to STEM in general. It is also a common refrain in 
writing center theory and writing across the curriculum literature. 
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what they found [hard data] if they don’t tell me why it [the hard data] is important to 

their recommendation” (Anderson, personal communication). 

Therefore, by the time the WEP had progressed to Gen 3, the coordinator had 

realized that the ME faculty knew exactly what they wanted in engineering writing, 

even if they didn’t explain it in the terms used in rhetoric and composition, writing 

across the curriculum, or writing center practices and theories. 

3.4.2 Generation 3 Results 

The analytic rubric introduced for Gen 3 was an immediate success. The 

results were easy to compare, and even though it was only used for a single semester 

a clear pattern emerged—over 40% of the students and groups showed an 

improvement of at least 15% over the course of the semester10 (See Figure 3-9, 

Generation 3 Analytic Rubric Results).  

                                                
10 Please note that these results are based on incomplete data. A number of files were 
lost in a computer issue, which means the data set for these figures is incomplete. 
These figures are a rough indication of the results, but will not stand up to more 
rigorous analysis. 
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Figure 3-9, Generation 3 Analytic Rubric Results 
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It was not known if this improvement was the result of just the analytic rubric, or if it 

was a result of the normal student development over a semester; however, the analytic 

rubric did show a clear pattern of improvement. 

In addition, almost all student complaints and ME faculty concerns ceased. 

The only complaints and concerns were about the exact descriptions for each rating 

on the analytic rubric. Specifically, there were a number of questions about what was 

a “noticeable error.” 

3.4.3 Generation 3 Concerns 

There were three concerns regarding the Gen 3 analytic rubric. First was the 

question about “noticeable errors.” This question had not come up in the training 

session, but as the ME faculty used the analytic rubric, they began to run into 

confusion, and some ME faculty reported student confusion as well. 

Second, while guidelines for composing a memo had been published online 

and provided to students (See Appendix A, Memo Writing Handbook), there were 

still an unacceptable number of basic layout and formatting errors. The instructions 

required specific information to be placed in specific parts of the memo; however, 

students were not consistently following the guidelines, and there was no convenient 

way to indicate this on the analytic rubric. 

Third, the ME faculty requested that the Fundamentals category be divided 

into two categories. They did not feel that it was fair or useful to combine grammar 

and punctuation into the same category because they would often have what they felt 

was a grammatically sound memo have numerous punctuation errors, which would 

result in a lower rating than they felt was correct.  
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3.5 WEP Generation 4 

The WEP coordinator began collaborating with the ME faculty to make 

revisions to the analytic rubric to address their concerns. These revisions included a 

training session, the addition of an M&M test to the analytic rubric, and the division 

of the Fundamentals category into a Grammar/Format and a Punctuation category. 

These revisions resulted in the Gen 4 analytic rubric (See Figure 3-10, Generation 4 

Analytic Rubric). 
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Figure 3-10, Generation 4 Analytic Rubric 

3.5.1 Generation 4 Noticeable Error Training 

A major concern for the ME faculty was the exact definition of a “noticeable 

error,” a term used multiple times in the analytic rubric. To address this, the 

coordinator held a training session to describe how he intended the term to be used, to 

compare it to how the ME faculty were using it, and to develop a consistent definition 

for the ME faculty to use. 
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When developing the analytic rubric, the WEP coordinator intended the term 

“noticeable error” to be a fairly minor error that did not distract the reader—a missed 

comma after an introductory phrase, a misused apostrophe, or an extra comma before 

a prepositional phrase. However, the ME faculty were having a difficult time 

differentiating between “no errors” and “no noticeable errors.” They reported having 

a hard time explaining the difference to students, and during weekly ME 263 staff 

meetings it became clear that they were not using a consistent definition. 

The solution was to meet as a group and collaboratively define the term so all 

of the ME faculty used it in the same manner and could explain its use to students. 

This meeting was a unique experience for the coordinator and served to highlight the 

observations that engineers were actually quite concerned about the details of their 

writing. Again, the coordinator did not assume the role of arbitrator. Instead, the 

coordinator asked questions, requested clarification of statements, and kept notes. In 

the end, the ME faculty created impressively sophisticated definitions: 

• A score of ‘No Noticeable Errors’ for Grammar / Format means that the 

memo may not display any technical errors, but that at least one sentence is 

confusing, poorly worded, or violates a disciplinary convention. 

• A score of ‘No Noticeable Errors’ for Punctuation means that the memo may 

not display any obvious errors, but at least one punctuation mark is 

questionable. 

These definitions were published to the ME faculty in a memo (See Appendix B, 

Better Distinction Between ‘No Errors’ and ‘No Noticeable Errors’). 
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3.5.2 Generation 4 M&M Test 

ME students had been given a set of guidelines for writing their memos in ME 

263, but it was clear to the ME faculty and the coordinator that some of the students 

were ignoring the requirements. To address this, the coordinator added an M&M test 

to the Gen 4 analytic rubric. 

An M&M test is so named because of a famous contractual rider that the rock 

band Van Halen added to their contracts for performances (Kreps). In general, 

contractual riders were commonly used to define the personal needs and requests of 

the band—how much food for meals, what food for meals, how to stock the bar, the 

number of rooms, and other creature comforts. However, the band included one 

provision that there should be a bowl of M&M candies on the table in one of the 

bands’ preparation rooms without any brown M&Ms. This seemingly frivolous 

request was actually a rather smart way for the band to ensure that all of their other 

needs and requirements had been met. If they walked into the room and there wasn’t a 

bowl of M&Ms or saw that the bowl contained brown M&Ms, they knew they needed 

to check every requirement in the contract, including not-so-frivolous ones such as 

the load capacity of the stage, the electrical systems, the security arrangements, and 

ticketing. It was a way for the band to instantly tell if their contact had been followed. 

For the Gen 4 analytic rubric, the M&M test took the form of six additional 

categories taken from the published memo writing guidelines. Each category focused 

on a specific aspect of the guidelines, and the rating on the M&M test was calculated 

into the score for the entire memo assignment. 
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3.5.3 Generation 4 Division of the Fundamentals category 

The ME faculty expressed a concern about grammar and punctuation being 

combined in the Fundamentals category on the Gen 3 analytic rubric, so the Gen 4 

analytic rubric was revised to remove the Fundamentals category and replace it with a 

Grammar/Format category and a Punctuation category. 

This revision required additional training because the ME faculty wanted clear 

guidelines on what constituted a Grammar/Format error and a Punctuation error. As 

with the discussion revolving around the term “noticeable error,” the discussion 

during the training session concerning the differences between Grammar/Format and 

Punctuation was far more detailed and nuanced than the coordinator expected. Again, 

experience showed that engineers were far more aware and concerned with the details 

of writing than was portrayed in rhetoric and composition, writing across the 

curriculum, or writing center literature. 

Two examples demonstrated this careful attention to the details of writing. 

The first was the different between Sentence Clarity and Grammar/Format. The ME 

faculty correctly pointed out that some errors could be a result of either a clarity issue 

or a formatting issue—specifically faulty parallel structure and long chains of 

subordinate prepositional phrases.11 They wanted to know if these were a clarity issue 

of a format issue, a distinction the coordinator again left up to them. In the end, they 

decided that a Sentence Clarity error was an error that made them have to reread the 

                                                
11 The ME faculty did not use these terms; they provided examples. Instead of 
repeating the examples, which were rather long, rhetoric and composition terms are 
being used. 
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sentence, while a Grammar/Format error was an error that didn’t cause them to reread 

the sentence but was poorly constructed. 

The second example was if the incorrect use of semicolons, the use of run-on 

sentences, or the use of fused sentences were Grammar/Format errors or Punctuation 

errors. Again, the coordinator left the decision up to the ME faculty, who eventually 

determined that an incorrect semicolon or two sentences connected with a comma but 

no coordinating conjunction was a Punctuation error and all other sentence boundary 

issues were Grammar errors.12 

3.5.4 Generation 4 Results 

The Gen 4 analytic rubric results continued to show the same pattern of 

improvement as the Gen 3 analytic rubric. The ME faculty reported a marked increase 

in students following the memo guidelines and the disappearance of any student 

complaints concerning the analytic rubric. 

3.6 Generation 5 and Beyond 

The coordinator left the WEP at the end of the Spring 2014 semester, after 

training a new coordinator to take over. At the time of his departure, the Gen 4 

analytic rubric had been used without structural or significant revision since the Fall 

2012 semester. There had been minor changes to the wording on the Gen 4 analytic 

rubric, but nothing significant enough to prevent accurate comparisons of the results, 

the measure used to define the beginning of a new generation. 

Before he left, it was understood by the incoming coordinator and the ME 

faculty that the Gen 4 analytic rubric wasn’t the final version and that future changes 

                                                
12 Again, the ME faculty did not always use these terms, but instead used examples. 
Rhetoric and composition terms are being used for the sake of brevity. 
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should be made as the needs of the ME students changed. It was further understood 

that future generations would be developed to comment on the larger reports and to 

incorporate some level of English Language Learner (ELL) support. 

3.7 Key Highlights and Lessons 

Throughout the development of the WEP and its definition of good 

engineering writing, the coordinator discovered two key ideas and learned three 

important lessons. The first key idea was that the ME faculty knew exactly what good 

engineering writing looked like. They could easily identify good engineering writing 

and point to weaknesses in poor engineering writing, but they didn’t always know 

how to explain the weakness or how to fix it. The coordinator saw this happen time 

and time again during the entire development of the WEP, which is one of the reasons 

for his non-directive approach—they were the experts, he just needed to carefully 

examine and compare the good and the poor engineering writing to find the 

differences. 

The second key idea was that the ME faculty understood the rhetorical 

contexts for their writing, but they didn’t seem to be able to explain them to their 

students. For each assignment, they could explain the rhetorical context and 

expectations—not using those terms—to the coordinator, but the ME faculty were not 

explaining the rhetorical context and expectations to their students. Over time, the 

coordinator discovered that this lack of explanation appeared to stem from a lack of 

confidence and a lack of vocabulary. By Gen 4, the coordinator’s suspicions were 

confirmed as the ME faculty began using the terms from the analytic rubric to explain 

the rhetorical context and expectations to their students. 
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The first lesson the coordinator learned was that a non-directive approach to 

building a writing program was not only enormously successful, but also uncommon. 

During numerous meetings ME faculty would tell the coordinator that the previous 

writing experts they had consulted spent more time telling the ME faculty how their 

writing was wrong and that they needed to change their entire system of writing. 

Instead of learning how to write like an engineer, the previous writing experts 

apparently assumed they already knew the best way to write. 

The second lesson was that the ME faculty were eager to learn more about 

writing. This was not what the coordinator had expected from his research. The 

coordinator’s research had led him to expect the ME faculty to be resistant to any 

discussion about writing beyond grammar. This was not the case. As soon as the 

coordinator began working with the ME faculty and attempting to learn how to write 

like an engineer, the ME faculty became very excited and eager to talk about writing 

and how to improve their own writing. Two of the ME faculty asked the coordinator 

to review their personal work, and one ME faculty member repeatedly contacted the 

coordinator for writing advice and advice for commenting on student papers. 

The third, and most important, lesson was that the ME faculty were extremely 

concerned about the quality of their writing and their students’ writing. Again, the 

coordinator’s research suggested that the ME faculty would only grudgingly accept 

that writing was important to engineers. Instead, the ME faculty sought help to 

improve their writing, and were willing to fund an entire program—albeit a small 

program—to help their students. They even made the coordinator a half-time ME TA-

ship that paid over breaks and over the summer. This level of concern and willingness 
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to build and fund a program shocked the coordinator, and motivated him to ensure 

that the WEP would continue to collaborate with the ME faculty and continue to grow 

and develop. 

The next chapter will describe the WEP’s official definition of good 

engineering writing, which was developed over the course of the WEP’s development, 

and codified by the Gen 4 analytic rubric. The definition parallels the Gen 4 analytic 

rubric, and is described and explained using sample of engineering writing from ME 

263 reports that have been revised by the coordinator.
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CHAPTER 4. DEFINITION OF GOOD ENGINEERING WRITING 

4.1 Definition of Good Engineering Writing 

From the beginning of the development of the WEP, a definition of good 

engineering writing was a central goal. After the evolution of the WEP through Gen 

1-Gen 4, a reliable definition of good engineering writing for the ME faculty at 

Purdue University was developed. While the final definition has some similarities to 

the various definitions provided in the rhetoric and composition and writing across 

the curriculum literature, the WEP’s definition is more detailed and nuanced. 

Furthermore, the usefulness of this definition had been demonstrated through multiple 

iterations of revisions and collaborative reviews. After presenting the official WEP 

definition of good engineering writing, this chapter will examine and explain this 

definition, and its connections to good engineering, in detail. 

The official WEP definition of good engineering writing: 

Good engineering writing is writing to an engineering audience that 

meets the following rhetorical expectations: 

1. The document has a clear and direct focus; 

2. The document follows a logical overall flow; 

3. The document uses clear, concise, coherent sentences; 

4. The document provides the audience with adequate 

background;
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5. The document uses a professional tone and the appropriate 

level of formality; 

6. The document is free of formatting errors; 

7. The document is free of obvious grammar and punctuation 

errors. 

These rhetorical expectations are derived from the Gen 4 analytic rubric, as well as 

the collaborations with the ME faculty members. Please note that the rhetorical 

expectations do not directly align with the Gen 4 analytic rubric: for the definition, 

format stands alone and grammar and punctuation are combined. The rationale for 

this change will be explained later in the chapter. 

This chapter will examine and explain each rhetorical expectation in greater 

detail, and how they connect to good engineering practices. The direct connection to 

good engineering practices—discovered during the close collaboration with the ME 

faculty—was neither made in any of the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, nor in any 

literature the coordinator could locate. As such, before going into the examination and 

explanations of the rhetorical expectations of good engineering writing, the next 

section will review a broad definition of good engineering practices.  

4.2 Good Engineering Practices 

The purpose of this section is to provide a broad review of good engineering 

practices, which are central to understanding the WEP’s definition of good 

engineering writing. The connection between engineering practices and engineering 

writing was absent from the literature. This absence is strange because a core concept 

of rhetoric and composition is that the rhetorical context dictates what writing should 
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or should not do. Given that engineering practices have their own rhetorical contexts, 

it is logical to assume that those rhetorical contexts would directly affect engineering 

writing.  

To fully understand the WEP’s definition of good engineering writing, it is 

important to look at the role of engineering and some of the hallmarks of good 

engineering. According to Petroski, “Engineering is the art of compromise, and there 

is always room for improvement in the real world. But engineering is also the art of 

the practical” (3). In essence, engineering is about making some aspect of life better 

in an appreciable way: “[Engineers] have to think and scheme about nature and 

existing artifacts and figure out how they can be altered and improved to better 

achieve objectives considered beneficial to humankind” (Petroski 2). Good 

engineering, therefore, is a method for efficiently and effectively working through 

this mandate to benefit people. 

Good engineering, however, is not just concerned with the mathematics of an 

engineering project: “there are questions of economics, politics, aesthetics, and ethics. 

Furthermore, each engineering project is highly dependent upon the availability of 

raw materials of varying quality” (Petroski 1). And no matter how skilled an engineer 

is, “the immutable laws of nature are forever constraining the engineer as to how 

those rearrangements [of materials and nature] can or cannot be made” (Petroski 1). 

In practice, good engineering is about understanding an existing artifact, 

understanding the societal needs, understanding the limits of materials, understanding 

the natural laws, and understanding the options available for redesigning the artifact 

to make it better. Put another way, good engineering is understanding the rhetorical 
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context, understanding the expectations, and understanding the available options for 

making some aspect of life better. This is where good engineering and good 

engineering writing conflate. 

This confluence was demonstrated to the WEP coordinator multiple times. In 

ME 263, the ME faculty were always pushing their students to understand that good 

engineering was a confluence of good design, quality production, and useful products. 

The ME faculty would stress that good engineering would care about the production, 

and good engineers would care about the humanitarian use of a product, but that the 

initial focus was on the pyhsical requirements for a functional system.  

During one ME 263 staff meeting, the senior ME faculty member expressed a 

concern that many of the students failed to understand that their work went beyond 

computer models and prototypes. She said that the students seemed to view their 

work as something they would “throw over the wall” when the calculations were 

done. She explained that this is a common phrase in engineering to express the idea of 

highly-segregated fields of responsibility. For this meeting, she was referring to the 

idea that after the calculations were done, the students assumed that the engineering 

stopped and that the project was turned over to other engineers or non-engineers. In 

other words, she was saying that the students were displaying a narrow understanding 

of engineering that assumed other people would take care of the “non-engineering 

details.” They were failing to see that the engineering details directly affected the 

entire project. 

The ME faculty wanted their student to see and understand that being a good 

engineer meant more than being about to perform calculation, build prototypes, and 
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testing ideas—good engineering means understanding the entire context surrounding 

a project. Just like good engineering should account for non-engineering details that 

affect a project, good engineering writing should be aware of its rhetorical contexts 

and expectations. Good engineering writing is not a list of facts and figures; good 

engineering writing is being able to explain those facts and figures in a manner 

appreciable to the reader and understanding the context in which the text is being 

used. 

4.3 Clear and Direct Focus 

A “clear and direct focus” is perhaps the most important rhetorical expectation 

of good engineering writing, and it was one of the hardest to clearly codify. 

The basic concept of a “clear and direct focus” is widely expected and 

understood for most forms of writing. Typically, this expectation is described as using 

simple sentences with well-defined subjects, strong actions, and straightforward 

objects. This basic description is valid for good engineering writing, but it is too 

indefinite to be of service to engineers. Good engineering writing has a rather specific 

goal: To convey technical information in a meaningful manner to managers, other 

engineers, technicians, contractors, sub-contractors, and the general public. Each of 

these audiences has different expectations for clear and direct prose. For example, the 

following sentence would be clear and direct for two engineers who are working on 

the same project: 

The current HVAC system fails to meet the minimum CFM needs.13 

                                                
13 This sample sentence is based on discussions from ME 263 staff meetings. It is 
neither from student work nor from the sample documents provided by the ME 
faculty. 
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This sentence is very direct, and it may not be clear enough for other audiences. 

However, a revised version of the same sentence that is clear enough for the general 

public is not direct enough for another engineer on the same project: 

The building is hard to keep warm enough in the winter and cool 

enough in the summer because the heaters and air conditioners aren’t 

powerful enough.14 

This sentence is clear enough for the general public, but it is too long and wordy for 

another engineer on the same project, and it may not be technically correct. It may not 

be that the heaters and air conditioners aren’t powerful enough; the issue may have to 

do with the number of vents, the locations of the vents, the sizes of the vents, the 

locations of the sensors, or there could be a blockage or damage to the air ducts. In 

the sentence written for the general public, the use of the phrase “aren’t powerful 

enough” is problematic because that could mean that the systems do not have the 

capacity to heat or cool the required space, or it could mean that the ventilation 

system fans do not have the needed capacity or are not working at maximum 

efficiency. In other words, by providing more information in an attempt to “clarify” 

the sentence, the writer would have only made it more ambiguous and harder to 

understand for another engineer. 

The first sentence, written for engineers, highlights a specific issue concerning 

a complicated system in a manner that another engineer on the same project will 

understand. The other engineer will also be able to appreciate the value and purpose 

of the information. In contrast, the second sentence, for the general public, points out 

                                                
14 This sample sentence is based on discussions from ME 263 staff meetings. 
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a general issue in less exact terms while failing to explain the value and purpose of 

the information. For good engineering writing, the reader needs to be able to quickly 

understand the information and appreciate the value and purpose of the information. 

This means that when composing good engineering writing, engineers need a rather 

specific understanding of their readers and how their readers will use the document. 

An issue the WEP ran into is also an issue in this dissertation: simple 

examples such as these two sentences make the need for a clear and direct focus look 

like a sentence-level concern. This is not the case. The entire document should meet 

the specific needs of the audience in a manner that is clear enough to be understood 

and direct enough for the audience to appreciate the value and purpose of the 

information. To demonstrate, Figure 4-1, Sample for Project Manager,15 includes a 

sample paragraph from a ME 263 student executive summary. 

                                                
15 The sample paragraph is a version of a student executive summary that was revised 
by the WEP coordinator. The revisions followed the WEP’s definition of good 
engineering writing. 
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Figure 4-1, Sample for Project Manager16 

This example is the first paragraph of an executive summary submitted to a 

simulated project manager. It does not follow the traditional definition of a paragraph 

as taught in a college writing course because the paragraph covers too many topics. If 

this paragraph were to be read and assessed by a writing center tutor who does not 

have experience with engineering writing, the tutor would recommend dividing the 

paragraph up into multiple paragraphs, each focusing on one major point. Also, the 

tutor would recommend adding in more details for each major point. Those 

suggestions would result in a document with a clear and direct focus for non-

engineers, but it would seem vague and rambling to engineers. 

In practice, engineering writing is concerned with the rhetorical context of a 

document, perhaps more concerned than many scholars of writing would assume. It is 
                                                
16 The House of Quality is a model used in ME 263 to derive engineering needs from 
the gathered data. 

The purpose of this report is to describe the qualitative and quantitative engineering requirements 

for a post-flood water filtration system (PFWF) and to provide a recommendation to continue this project 

as scheduled at the current funding level. The basic engineering requirements were determined by the 

customer requirements and the engineering standards established for this project. The customer 

requirements were derived from consumer research. The basic engineering standards were established as 

part of the course. More detailed engineering requirements were derived from researching patents of 

relevant water filtration systems and establishing initial benchmarks for the proposed PFWF. The review 

of patents and initial benchmarks prompted a second, more refined round of customer research. The more 

detailed engineering and consumer requirements resulted in the details needed for conducting useful 

market research. All of the engineering requirements, customer requirements, benchmarks, and market 

research date were entered into a House of Quality to establish adequately detailed engineering 

requirements for the proposed PFWF. Based on the results of the research and the House of Quality 

analysis, it is recommended that the PFWF project continues as scheduled at the current budget. 
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perfectly possible for an engineer to compose multiple versions of the same report to 

meet the needs of many different, but needed, audiences. Engineers are aware that 

their writing fulfills a purpose and that they need to fulfill that purpose for different 

audiences. If an engineer needed to explain the same information from Figure 4-1, 

Sample for Project Manager, to the possible consumers of a post-flood water 

purification system, the paragraph would be much longer and rather different (See 

Figure 4-2, Sample for Consumers).  
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Figure 4-2, Sample for Consumers17 

The consumer version not intended for an engineering audience, and thus does 

not follow the official WEP definition of good engineering writing, but a careful 
                                                
17 This sample was revised by the WEP coordinator to more closely follow traditional 
college-level technical writing expectations. The WEP coordinator only had access to 
the executive summary, so the details of exact steps and methods were derived from 
ME staff meeting notes. 
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review of the consumer version demonstrates some important facets of the clear and 

direct focus needed for good engineering writing.  

To begin, the consumer version is nine paragraphs, contains different details, 

and flows in a different order than the project manager version in Figure 4-1. The 

project manager version focuses on the engineering requirements and the 

recommendation, while the consumer version focuses on the engineering requirement 

for building and producing a product. This seemingly minor difference in the first 

sentence immediately sets the two versions apart. 

For the project manager version, the term “engineering requirements” 

automatically incorporates many of the needs for building and producing a product, 

and the project is not actually at the construction and production stage. Based on the 

information, this text is recommending that the project progress to building a 

prototype, which means a production model is not ready. Also, this text is an 

executive summary, which means it needs to be focused on the recommendation. 

The ME faculty repeatedly expressed concern about their students not being 

able to produce acceptable executive summaries. According to the ME faculty, the 

executive summary was often the most important part of a document due to its 

prominent role. An executive, often a non-engineer, uses the executive summary to 

determine if a project was worth funding. At times, millions of dollars were at stake. 

As a result, the ME faculty had a very specific idea of how an executive summary 

should work. After hearing this in multiple ME 263 staff meetings and meetings with 

senior ME faculty, the WEP coordinator took a special interest in understanding how 

an executive summary should work. An executive summary should be long enough to 
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demonstrate the rhetorical expectations of the WEP’s definition of good engineering 

writing, but short enough to be easily read and discussed. 

The audience and purpose of the executive summary creates a specific 

rhetorical context, which dictates how the entire summary needs to function. As seen 

in Figure 4-1, Sample for Project Manager, only the barest of details are provided. 

Research was done in a specific order and results were used in expected manners that 

lead to a direct recommendation. An executive reading the summary would be able to 

quickly process the information, see that the needed steps were taken, and be able to 

make a decision. 

On the other hand, the longer version (Figure 4-2, Sample for Consumers) 

takes longer to read and digest, brings up information and details that might distract, 

and requires reading the entire two pages to find the recommendation. In addition, 

detailing the exact steps taken opens the summary up for more questions and slows 

down the decision-making process. 

It is important to point out that the function of the executive summary is very 

different from the rest of the report. The executive does not need to know the exact 

steps—that is what engineers are paid to figure out and do. However, that does not 

mean that the exact steps are not important or that they should be ignored. The exact 

steps are included—with more detail and reasoning—in the body of the report. 

According to one ME faculty member, “the executive summary is for your bosses’ 

boss, the body is for your boss and other engineers, the citations are to connect your 

work to rest of the world, and the appendices are for when you get hit by a bus, so 

your work can be replicated” (Murphy, personal communication). The body of a 
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report is for explaining the exact procedures and steps taken, the reason for those 

procedures and steps, and the support for those procedures and steps. 

The rhetorical expectation of maintaining a clear and direct focus requires an 

understanding of not only the purpose of the document, but also how its audience will 

use it. This is why this expectation is so important and yet so hard to explain to non-

engineers and engineering students. It requires a confluence of understanding the 

rhetorical context of the document and the needs and expectations of the engineers 

who write and use it. This confluence results in the engineers acting in a rhetorical 

way, even if they would not embrace the term rhetoric. 

4.4 Logical Overall Flow 

A logical overall flow is valued in almost all writing, especially in technical 

and professional writing, and this rhetorical requirement was not a surprise to the 

WEP coordinator. However, a logical overall flow for engineering writing is different 

from a logical overall flow for many other forms of writing. 

The most common logical overall flow for writing is to arrange information in 

chronological order, and this is the order most of the ME students initially used in 

their writing. According to the ME faculty, chronological order is not always the best 

logical arrangement for good engineering writing. During almost all of the ME 263 

staff meetings, the ME faculty would discuss the design process not in terms of 

chronological order, but in order of need for the project. For example, when 

discussing the ME 263 prompt to design a product for post-disaster environments, the 

ME faculty determined the logical limits of possible products (speculation about final 

designs) before they determined the range of post-disaster needs (establishing the 
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general needs of a product). In effect, it looked like they started with the limits to the 

final product before they began exploring the possible products. 

While it looked like the ME faculty were starting with the final product, the 

WEP coordinator realized that they were in fact establishing the broader context for 

the entire project. By determining the logical limits of possible products, they were 

narrowing the assignment into a manageable project for their students. 

Another example of this was the stress on executive summaries to chain 

information into a concise order to support a recommendation. In Figure 4-1, Sample 

for Project Manager, the details about the consumer requirements are explained 

before the general engineering requirements, even though the general engineering 

requirements were established before any consumer requirements were collected or 

examined. This is because of the rhetorical expectations and needs of an executive 

summary. Executives use the summary to make decisions about funding, which 

means that consumer requirements are more important than general engineering 

requirements. Therefore, the consumer requirements are discussed first. 

As with having a clear and direct focus, good engineering writing requires 

authors to have a clear understanding of their audiences’ needs, which dictate the 

order in which information is discussed and provided. This non-chronological order 

of information seemed to initially confuse the ME students, but after the ME faculty 

began explaining the audiences’ needs and using the analytic rubric, the ME students 

started to see the purpose of the non-chronological overall flow. 

The need for a logical overall flow of a document is really just an extension of 

having a clear and direct focus. Good engineering writing needs to apply the same 
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awareness of rhetorical context and expectations to the entire flow of a document, 

which requires recursive revision and carefully editing. 

4.5 Clear, Concise, Coherent Sentences 

Clear, concise, and coherent sentences are valued in almost all writing, 

especially in any form of technical or professional writing. As such, the need to 

incorporate this rhetorical requirement wasn’t a surprise to the WEP coordinator. 

However, the necessity for clear, concise, and coherent sentences did require a bit of 

additional training for the engineering students. In this study, the ME 263 students 

often ran into issues of clarity related to not fully understanding their audience, 

misunderstanding the requirement of concision, and the crafting of overly complex 

sentences. 

The ME 263 students did not always fully understand the purpose of their 

writing, mainly because the purpose is so closely related to how the writing is used in 

a professional environment. They seemed to understand academic writing well 

enough, but they struggled with transitioning from the practices of college 

composition to the rhetorical contexts of engineering writing. These issues were most 

commonly displayed through their failure to comprehend what their audience needed 

to know and could be expected to know.  

According to the ME faculty during ME 263 staff meetings, students did not 

realize that much of their writing would be to non-engineers—they seemed to assume 

that every manager would be an engineer and that everyone on a project would also 

be an engineer. The ME faculty know this assumption to be incorrect; however, they 

did not always make this aspect of engineering writing clear to their students. After a 
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number of ME 263 staff meetings, the ME faculty began explaining that a significant 

number of the managers will not be engineers—or will be engineers from other 

fields—which means they have different knowledge, expertise, and needs.  

After the ME faculty began explaining to the students the different 

backgrounds and needs of the varied audiences, their student’s writing began to show 

more awareness of the function of their writing, which led to better engineering 

writing. 

The ME faculty reported that most of the engineering students (and some of 

the ME faculty) interpreted “concise” as “short,” which isn’t exactly correct. For 

good engineering writing, concise means using specific terms and names, favoring 

strong verbs, and relying on fairly simple sentence structures. Looking back, Figure 

4-1, Sample for Project Manger, used specific subjects, active verbs, and clearly 

stated objects. It also used compound sentence structures, but they were parallel and 

didn’t include embellishment. 

Lack of coherence was the most common issue in student writing. Student 

writing displayed a pattern of using long chains of prepositional phrases or long, non-

parallel lists. Often these long chains or lists would be prefaced by an introductory 

phrase, with the subject buried in the middle or towards the end of the sentence. The 

ME faculty could not explain this tendency, but the WEP coordinator suspected it 

resulted from the lack of revision. 

In addition to the fairly common rhetorical expectations of placing the subject 

at the beginning of the sentence, striving for parallel lists, and avoiding chains of 

prepositional phrases, good engineering writing will present lists in a specific order. 
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Most of the time, students would order lists chronologically, but for good engineering 

writing, lists should be ordered by relevance and logical progression. In Figure 4-1, 

Sample for Project Manager, three of the sentences read: 

More detailed engineering requirements were derived from 

researching patents of relevant water filtration systems and 

establishing initial benchmarks for the proposed PFWF. The review of 

patents and initial benchmarks prompted a second, more refined round 

of customer research. The more detailed engineering and consumer 

requirements resulted in the details needed for conducting useful 

market research. 

This information is not presented in chronological order because benchmarks are 

established at anytime during this process, and some are even established as a result 

of the second round of customer research. In this example, the benchmarks refer to 

specific criteria for the quantitative performance of water filtration systems. Such 

benchmarks can easily be established fairly late in this process. However, the 

benchmarks are presented in the way they are used—to determine engineering and 

consumer requirements. 

This logical ordering again highlights the need for engineers to not only 

understand the function of their writing but also the engineering process. Good 

engineering writing needs to blend the rhetorical needs of the audience with the 

practical actions of engineering, a complicated rhetorical task. 
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4.6 Adequate Background 

The need for adequate background demonstrates that there is a degree of 

overlap in the rhetorical expectations of good engineering writing. According to the 

ME faculty and the WEP coordinator’s observations, the term “adequate background” 

was highly dependent on the exact rhetorical context. Broadly speaking, it meant 

providing readers with enough basic information to: 

• Inform readers if they needed to actually read the document; 

• Inform readers of the project name; 

• Inform readers of the purpose of the document. 

In practice, adequate background for a project manager could look like: 

This is a weekly status report on Project Search for Pure for the week 

of April 7, 2014. 

This sentence clearly indicates who needs to read the document, the name of the 

project, and the purpose of the document. The example also demonstrates that it is 

impossible to determine the adequate background without a clear understanding of 

document’s audience, the purpose of the document, and how the audience will use the 

document.  

While student writing contained the most flagrant occurrences of inadequate 

background, the ME faculty reported that this a common error in published articles. 

Confirming this point, the WEP found many examples of inadequate background in 

the sample articles the ME faculty provided for analysis. Due to this common 

occurrence, the WEP added adequate background as a specific rhetorical expectation 

of good engineering writing. 
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For good engineering writing, adequate background means providing readers 

with enough information and details for them to understand why they should read the 

document. In the case of the project manager, adequate background means including 

the name of the project or, as in the example, providing the highlights of the project at 

the very beginning of the document.  

In general, engineers and engineering supervisors do not have a great deal of 

time or patience to dig through a document to find the need-to-know information. The 

ME faculty reported seeing supervisors merely scanning documents and throwing out 

any that did not immediately tell them what they needed to know about a project. As 

such, good engineering writing immediately informs the audience of the highlights of 

the project so other engineers know if they need to read the document.  

The ME faculty reported that their students did not understand that their 

supervisors would be working on multiple projects. Illustrating this lack of 

understanding, the students seemed surprised when the ME faculty wouldn’t be able 

to recall the details of their specific project. An engineer is more often than not 

working on multiple projects, but the ME faculty reported that their students 

apparently assumed they would only work on one project at a time, and that their 

supervisor would be dedicated to working with them on the same project. The reality, 

confirmed by the ME faculty, is that engineers and engineering supervisors work on 

multiple projects, so the ability to scan through documents is very important. A 

document that doesn’t immediately demonstrate its value is easily overlooked, which 

can be detrimental to a project. Therefore, providing adequate background at the very 

beginning of a document helps prevent misunderstandings and errors. After the ME 
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faculty began explaining this reality to their students in greater detail, the WEP 

coordinator observed a slight improvement in ME 263 students providing adequate 

background.18 

4.7 Professional Tone and Appropriate Level of Formality 

The rhetorical expectations of professional tone and formality for good 

engineering writing are similar to any type of professional writing, just like the 

rhetorical expectation of clear, concise, coherent sentences. As with the sentences, 

good engineering writing imposes a slight nuance to the general expectations. 

For good engineering writing, a professional tone and appropriate level of 

formality concerns three points: avoiding the use of first and second person pronouns 

and team names, using proper names and terms, and limiting jargon and acronyms. 

Good engineering writing displays a peculiar pattern of removing people as subjects 

but also shunning passive voice constructions. This pattern creates issues for 

engineering students who attempt to explain what was done without ever saying who 

did it, while also not falling into the passive voice. The most common remedy 

attempted by students was to shift to first person plural pronouns or to use variations 

of “the team,” but these shifts aren’t always appropriate in good engineering writing. 

For good engineering writing, engineers have to be more creative: “The results show,” 

“The specifications state,” and “It is recommended.” Figure 4-1, Sample of Project 

Manager, does contain passive voice sentences, but in practice the WEP coordinator 

                                                
18 This observation was not based on data analysis; it was based on anecdotal 
comments from ME faculty and reading student memos. It was not clear if the 
improvement was due to the WEP, the ME faculty explaining more, or the natural 
progression of the ME 263 students becoming better engineers and engineering 
writers. 
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found the passive voice to be more acceptable to the ME faculty than the use of a first 

person plural pronoun or a variation of “the team.” 

Using proper names and terms overlaps with the rhetorical expectations of 

being clear and direct and using clear, concise, coherent sentences because it is 

possible to use clear, direct, concise, and coherent language that is unprofessional and 

informal: “The client wasn’t all that thrilled with the results of the botched tests.” 

This sentence violates both the rhetorical expectations of using a professional tone 

with an adequate level of formality and of providing adequate background. Ultimately, 

the appropriate tone would depend on the audience, which means that professional 

tone and adequate level of formality are dependent on their needs. 

The issue of the adequate level of formality was discussed during the training 

sessions with the ME faculty.19 The issue of formality was of specific interest for the 

international students, because the WEP coordinator observed that formality followed 

cultural norms. The American ME faculty were more likely to be less formal while 

the international ME faculty were more likely to be more formal. This difference led 

to a fairly general guideline for the ME faculty to determine the correct level of 

formality. In general, the higher up the hierarchy the audience, the more formal the 

expectation. In practice, the appropriate level of formality was a very hard 

determination to make. During one training session, the WEP coordinator asked the 

ME faculty to compare the expected level of formality when writing to a project 

manger in a different department to the expected level of formality when writing to 

                                                
19 There were no questions or issues about the definition of being professional, which 
led the WEP coordinator to speculate that the ME faculty shared a common definition 
of being professional that had resulted from their course and experiences. 
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their boss’s boss. The only consensus the ME faculty could reach was that the 

expected level of formality depended on the personal relationship with the audience, 

the importance of the information, and the likelihood of the information being 

positive or negative. The closer the personal relationship between the engineer and 

the reader, the less formal the document could be—unless the information was 

important or negative. If the information was important or negative, the expected 

formality increased. 

Neither the ME faculty nor the WEP coordinator could craft clear, consistent 

guidelines for being professional or using the appropriate level of formality; however, 

the ME faculty was extremely consistent in identifying student writing that was 

unprofessional or too informal. The WEP coordinator speculated that the expectations 

of professional formality were intricately entwined in the rhetorical context of 

engineering and being an engineer, entwined to the point that the WEP coordinator 

was not able to fully explain the expectations in a useful manner. 

The use of jargon and acronyms is also part of tone and formality. The 

engineering students commonly used jargon and acronyms without understanding that 

their audience may not understand what was being said. The engineering students 

also failed to realize that using jargon and acronyms could be unprofessional and 

informal if the jargon and acronyms were not properly defined. If they were 

composing a document to the general public, a non-engineer manager, or an engineer 

from a different field, the undefined jargon and acronyms would indicate that the 

author was not aware of the purpose of the document or how it was going to be used. 
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To better understand this point, here is the first example sentence from 

Section 4.3: 

The current HVAC system fails to meet the minimum CFM needs. 

This example uses two undefined acronyms: HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air 

conditioning) and CFM (cubic feet per minute—a measurement of how much air a 

fan moves). For readers familiar with the project or familiar with HVAC systems, this 

sentence professionally uses the undefined acronyms because HVAC and CFM are 

commonly understood by readers familiar with HVAC systems. For readers not 

familiar with the project or familiar with HVAC systems, this sentence is 

unprofessional because it fails to meet the readers’ needs. The example is clear, direct, 

concise, and coherent to a specific audience, but it would be unprofessional to other 

audiences.  

Changing the audience changes the rhetorical needs of the sentence. To make 

this example clear, direct, concise, and coherent to a more general audience, it would 

need more explanation and details, as demonstrated by the second sample sentence 

from Section 4.3: 

The building is hard to keep warm enough in the winter and cool 

enough in the summer because the heaters and air conditioners aren’t 

powerful enough. 

As discussed in Section 4.3, this sentence would not be considered good engineering 

writing if it were written to another engineer; however, it does match the rhetorical 

context and needs for a general audience. 
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4.8 Free of Formatting Errors 

The WEP determined that good engineering writing follows a direct and 

common format: State the purpose of the document, provide justification for the 

actions, and make a clear recommendation of what to do based on the results. This 

format was most important for executive summaries, a document or a partial 

document with a specific audience and extremely specific purpose. 

The audience for an executive summary in good engineering writing is an 

executive of a company. In examples reviewed by the WEP and in follow-up 

discussions with the ME faculty, it was clear that many students did not understand 

how having an executive as the audience changed the rhetorical needs. 

For a good executive summary in engineering writing, the introduction should 

be much shorter than is commonly expected. Most of the examples of good executive 

summaries examined by the WEP contained introductions that were two or three 

sentences long—some were a single sentence. The sentences followed the same 

expectations of being direct, clear, concise, and coherent, and they provided just 

enough background to identify the project. The reasons for doing the project were 

usually not explained in-depth, just that a project was being done. After this very 

concise and direct introduction, a good executive summary very quickly moved 

through what was actually done. This description of the methods was often little more 

than a list of tests, experiments, and benchmarks—results were not included. Figure 

4-1, Sample for Project Manager, is an example of a slightly longer executive 

summary introduction. 
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The main portion of the executive summary was focused on how the results of 

the actions directly and clearly justify a recommendation. This building of 

justification followed the same expectations of being professional and formal, 

including the order in which details were presented. The recommendation was 

expected to be direct, almost blunt. The recommendation in Figure 4-1, Sample for 

Project Manager is: 

Based on the results of the research and the House of Quality analysis, 

it is recommended that the PFWF project continues as scheduled at the 

current budget. 

Nuance and hedging were only used in subsequent sentences, not in the same 

sentence as the recommendation. 

This format is used for a simple rhetorical reason: executives are reviewing 

dozens of projects and have to be able to skim the summary and make an informed 

decision concerning a larger amount of resources—at times millions of dollars and 

scores of employees. Adding to this that many executives have little or lapsed 

engineering training, which means the details of why a test was run, who ran it, or 

how it was run aren’t the primary concerns. When they do have questions, executives 

have managers to examine the details. 

The second formatting requirement for good engineering writing is being 

consistent, which is often a function of the rhetorical expectations of being direct, 

clear, concise, and coherent. Consistency also concerns the labeling of figures, 

scaling of drawings, and physical layout of the document. The ME faculty told the 

WEP that when they first review a student paper, they skim it looking for inconsistent 
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layout, font face, font size, and margins. Any difference indicates the need for closer 

examination and is often viewed as an error or mark of haphazard work. In this way, 

the WEP’s definition of good engineering writing closely aligns with good technical 

and professional writing. 

The final formatting requirement for good engineering writing is clearly 

indicating the intended audience and an avenue for follow-up questions. The WEP 

was told that reports are often copied to other supervisors and engineers who are 

sometimes not always directly concerned with the report’s project. As such, outside 

supervisors and engineers need to be able to glance at a document and immediately 

determine if they need to read the document, save it for future consideration, or 

archive it for review or verification purposes. 

Each of these formatting requirements can seem arbitrary in a casual review, 

but they are key for defining good engineering writing. The formatting requirements 

also display a careful and nuanced understanding of the rhetorical context and 

function of the writing. 

4.9 Free of Obvious Grammar and Punctuation Errors 

The final rhetorical expectation of good engineering writing is that the writing 

is free of obvious grammar and punctuation errors, which is the marker of almost all 

good engineering writing. The WEP uses the term “obvious” for an important reason: 

the ME faculty did not expect good engineering writing to be totally free of any 

possible grammar or punctuation error because they did not consider themselves 

experts in grammar and punctuation. Instead, they expected good engineering writing 
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to be free of any obvious errors. This expectation reflects a subtle difference, but one 

that has a rhetorical basis. 

The ME faculty reported that good engineering writing demonstrated that the 

author cared enough to do a good job, which means that any obvious error indicates a 

lack of care. This is the M&M test for good engineering writing. Obvious errors mean 

that everything in the rest of the document is suspect. The WEP found that a complex 

error was not seen as a lack of care but as a violation of clear, concise, coherent 

sentences. For example, a run-on sentence indicated a lack of care, but a missed 

comma before a dependent adverbial was either ignored or viewed as an error of 

clarity. A shift in verb tense indicated lazy work, but a misplaced modifier was an 

error of clarity or cohesion. 

The only exception to this distinction between obvious and no obvious 

grammar errors was the use of less common punctuation: semicolons, colons, em-

dashes, and parenthesis. The WEP found that any use of such punctuation marks was 

always carefully scrutinized and normally found to be unnecessary or inappropriate—

even when used correctly. While there was never any clear reason given for this 

targeting of uncommon punctuation, the WEP speculates that this wariness of more 

stylistic punctuation was a result of the general avoidance of  “rhetoric.” 

4.10 Good Engineering Writing 

This chapter has presented the WEP’s official definition of good engineering 

writing. Based on the WEP’s findings, good engineering writing is more sensitive to 

rhetorical contexts than some college composition texts and scholars suggest. 

However, as discussed in this chapter, the rhetorical contexts are often strongly 
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shaped by factors beyond the writing in a typical college writing course: Good 

engineering shapes good engineering writing. Because the students in ME 263 are 

learning to be engineers, they struggled to produce good engineering writing. The 

ultimate goal of the WEP is to help the ME 263 students become better engineering 

writers, and the WEP’s official definition is a central part of the success of the WEP. 

The WEP’s official definition of good engineering writing is: 

Writing composed by engineers to other engineers that has a clear and 

direct focus, that follows a logical overall flow, that uses clear, concise, 

coherent sentences, that provides adequate background, that is 

professional, that uses an appropriate level of formality, that follows 

expected formats, and that is free of obvious grammar and punctuation 

errors. 

This definition shares broad similarities with good technical and professional writing, 

but a detailed examination of the rhetorical contexts governing the interpretation of 

the WEP’s definition demonstrates subtle, but important, distinctions. 

The next chapter returns to the historical need for engineers to be aware of 

their rhetorical contexts and expectations. It will then summarize the entire 

dissertation and highlight some key points. Finally, it will discuss how the WEP’s 

findings and definition should be used, and it will provide a framework for using the 

WEP’s development process at other institutions. 
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CHAPTER 5. MOVING FORWARD 

5.1 Moving Forward  

The purpose of this chapter is to return to the historical need for engineers to 

be aware of their rhetorical contexts, which will be done by returning to the bridges 

from Chapter 1 and by introducing the idea of rhetorical engineering, or applying 

engineering methods to writing. After this return and introduction, the highlights of 

the development of the Purdue University School of Mechanical Engineering Writing 

Enhancement Program (WEP) will be reviewed, and some key points will be 

discussed. Finally, this chapter will conclude with a discussion of using the WEP’s 

definition and development process as a model for building other custom writing 

programs. 

5.2 Bridges and Rhetorical Engineering 

This project began with a seemingly simple request: the mechanical 

engineering (ME) faculty asked some writing tutors to help improve ME student 

writing in a single course. That simple request resulted in the development of a 

custom writing program and a unique method for collaboratively building custom 

writing programs.  

As discussed, engineering is about taking an existing aspect of nature and re-

arranging it to make life better. That is how the ME faculty approached helping their 

students become better engineering writers, and that is how I approached working
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with them. As the coordinator, I examined the existing models for helping 

engineering students become better engineering writers and I re-arranged and adapted 

the existing models into a program that helps the ME students become better 

engineering writers. In effect, I engineered a rhetorical solution to make life better for 

the ME students and ME faculty. 

My actions were no different from the design and construction of the bridges 

discussed in Chapter 1. Bridges solve one of the most basic problems faced by 

society—how to get goods and people from one place to another. Rivers and other 

natural features impede this movement, and bridges are an effective solution. When 

Sir Thomas Bouch designed and built the failed Firth of Tay rail bridge, it was to 

allow trains to cross a body of water and shorten the trip to Dundee Scotland and 

beyond. Instead of traveling inland to a narrower section of the Tay River, the Firth of 

Tay rail bridge removed miles from the trip. The failure of his bridge didn’t indicate 

that all bridges were unsafe, and it didn’t mean that Sir Thomas couldn’t design a safe 

bridge for the Firth of Forth rail bridge, but it did drastically change the rhetorical 

context for engineers designing and building bridges, especially bridges on the same 

rail line. Sir John Fowler and Benjamin Baker fully understood the new rhetorical 

context surrounding their bridge design, and they took proactive steps to directly 

address the expectations inherent to the more critical rhetorical context. 

There is a historical need for good engineering writing, as demonstrated by 

the iron bridge over the Severn River in England, the Firth of Forth rail bridge north 

of Edinburgh, and the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco. This need is repeated in 

ABET reports, National Academy of Engineering reports, and by the ME faculty 
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requesting assistance. This project, and the resulting dissertation, is a rhetorical 

engineering solution to this need. 

The title of this dissertation refers to this idea of applying engineering 

methods to writing, as was done to create and develop the WEP. I approached the 

problem—ME students needing to be better engineering writers—not as a scholar of 

rhetoric and composition, of writing across the curriculum, or of technical writing, 

but as a writing tutor, someone who was focused on collaboration and practical 

solutions. This role is very much like engineering: Writing tutors carefully examine 

writing artifacts and look for ways to re-arrange and adapt the existing materials to 

create a better writer. Just like engineers build bridges to help society grow and 

develop, writing tutors help other writers craft better writing. The rhetorical engineer, 

therefore, steps beyond working with individual writers and expands to working with 

courses and programs beyond rhetoric and composition and technical writing. 

5.3 Reviewing the Writing Enhancement Program 

From the beginning, the development of the WEP was unlike the development 

of other writing across the curriculum programs. The ME faculty requested assistance 

for a single course from a handful of writing tutors. The goal was not for a school-

wide program or a formal partnership with the English Department. Instead, the goal 

was more limited, which resulted in its development being done in a unique manner. 

The exact writing needs of the ME students and ME faculty’s timeframe 

guided the literature used by the coordinator. He quickly found that the definitions 

and guidance in the rhetoric and composition, writing across the curriculum, and 

technical writing literature were too vague and seemingly missing an important aspect 
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of engineering writing. Therefore, the coordinator set out to build his own definition 

of good engineering writing that would be used by the WEP to provide the ME 

students with the writing skills they needed. 

All of this was being done while the WEP was attempting to provide 

assistance to the ME students and ME faculty. The concurrent development of a 

working definition of good engineering writing and a working system for 

commenting on student writing required the coordinator to resort to a different 

methodology than is common for writing across the curriculum. This methodology 

was heavily based in his writing center training, but it also incorporated observations 

of how the ME faculty approached the issue. This hybrid of writing center training 

and engineering observations resulted in a highly collaborative methodology that 

assumed the ME faculty knew how to produce, and could readily identify, good 

engineering writing and that placed the coordinator in the role of learning how to 

produce and identify good engineering writing. 

The results have been a detailed definition of good engineering writing that 

has been accepted by the ME faculty, a custom writing across the curriculum program 

that is fully supported by the ME faculty, and evidence of ME students becoming 

better engineering writers, both empirical and anecdotal. 

This project highlights three important points. First, the ME faculty are aware 

of the effects of their writing, the expectations of their writing, and the purpose of 

their writing. In short, they are aware of the rhetorical nature of their writing. They 

may not embrace or even use the term rhetoric or other terms used by scholars of 
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rhetoric and composition, but they are nonetheless aware of the rhetorical contexts 

and nature of their writing. 

Second, ME faculty are keenly aware that they need to produce effective 

communication—both to other engineers and to non-engineers. To this end, the ME 

faculty were willing to build a custom writing program to teach their students the 

importance of effective communication and how to produce good engineering writing. 

Third, good engineering writing is a confluence of the engineering process 

and the writing process. They are intertwined and directly affect each other. 

Attempting to separate the two processes—as many scholars of rhetoric and 

composition, writing across the curriculum, and technical writing have attempted—

ignores a portion of the rhetorical context of the writing, resulting in an incomplete 

understanding of engineering writing. 

Combining the WEP’s unique rhetorical engineering methodology with these 

key points will allow others to develop programs similar to the WEP in other 

departments and schools, and at other institutions. 

5.4 Using the Definition 

The development of a definition of good engineering writing and the process 

for developing the WEP were not intended to be a single occurrence. The experience 

of actually defining good engineering writing and developing a functioning program 

resulted in a critical realization: The definition is generalizable across institutions and 

departments, but no program can be directly transplanted from one institution or 

department to another institution or department. There are too many variations from 

institution to institution or department to department. Instead, the WEP’s definition 
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should be used a generalized, starting definition for collaboratively developing 

programs within interested institutions and departments.  

The WEP’s definition of good engineering writing is based on collaboration, 

analysis, and verification at a single institution in a single engineering department. 

However, the process used to build the WEP’s definition, is not limited to any one 

location or discipline.  

From the beginning, the coordinator assumed a specific role: collaborator. His 

collaboration was based on writing center training and experience and on 

observations of how the ME faculty approached projects. It also stressed the 

importance of writers being the expert on their writing. Instead of assuming that the 

ME faculty didn’t know how to write or that they needed to learn how to write 

correctly, the coordinator assumed that the ME faculty knew what they wanted and 

expected, even if they couldn’t articulate it in terms that scholars of rhetoric and 

composition and technical writing would find familiar. 

The coordinator soon found that the ME faculty did know what they wanted 

and expected, but that they had a hard time explaining it to others. The coordinator 

did not assume this difficulty was due to an inability to write or an unawareness of the 

importance of writing; instead the coordinator speculated that the difficulty in 

explaining good engineering writing came from a lack of terminology and from the 

ME faculty not being aware of the direct connection between engineering practices 

and good engineering writing—they did not see the full rhetorical context of good 

engineering writing. To overcome this lack of terminology and awareness of the 

rhetorical context, the coordinator assumed the role of an analyst attempting to 
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replicate the examples of good engineering writing provided by the ME faculty. From 

this position—the position of a rhetorical engineer—the coordinator was able to 

successfully collaborate with the ME faculty to define good engineering writing. 

The role of analyst replicating good engineering writing is a shift from the 

typical writing across the curriculum approach. This shift was clearly demonstrated to 

the WEP coordinator when the ME faculty repeatedly commented that the 

coordinator was the first person they felt was working with them instead of telling 

them what to do. The ME faculty had approached other writing professionals over the 

years, and the ME faculty reported that the others hadn’t attempted to collaborate or 

learn how to write like an engineer. Instead, they had told the ME faculty how they 

needed to change their writing and their teaching of writing to be “correct.” These 

comments concerned the WEP coordinator, who made a concerted effort to avoid a 

directive, prescriptive approach. 

For a WEP-like program to be developed within another institution or 

department, the writing professional needs to approach the faculty as experts in their 

own field and their own writing. Engineering writing is different from economics 

writing, literature writing, mathematics writing, and even other disciplines within 

engineering. The writing professional needs to become an analyst who examines the 

writing the faculty identifies as good writing. The writing needs to be analyzed 

without assumption or bias, and, based on that careful examination, the writing 

professional needs to try to develop a working model of the writing. Essentially, by 

learning to write like the interested faculty, the writing professional understands the 

rhetorical contexts and the rhetorical expectations of the writing. It is a learning 
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process for both the writing professional and the faculty, and the WEP’s definition 

should be used as a generalized starting point for this learning process. The 

development process needs to be recursively repeated and checked until the writing 

professional can accurately replicate the writing the faculty defines as good writing. 

Only then can useful program for that institution or department be created. 

This process is a departure from the common view that writing professionals 

are fluent in all forms of writing, a view that is often assumed by the very faculty 

seeking their help. This process is also time consuming, difficult, and frustrating for 

everyone involved. As such, the writing professional needs to be very clear of what is 

going to happen, why it is going to happen, what to expect, and that it will take more 

time and effort than anticipated.  

5.5 Using the Process 

The process for developing a WEP-like program for another institution or 

department is very similar; however, there is one major difference. The development 

of a program can start with the WEP’s definition and be through collaborative 

relationships. 

Any program like the WEP is based entirely on the relationship between the 

person building the program and the faculty for which the program is being built. 

Developing a program requires close collaboration between all parties. The writing 

professional must be immersed into the institution or department as to fully 

understand the rhetorical contexts and expectations; therefore, a full understanding of 

an engineering program’s writing needs cannot be learned through the examination of 
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documents alone. It is learned through direct observation, questioning, and 

interactions. 

A program goes beyond the text or images on the page or the screen; it is part 

of the entire learning and teaching process, which is comprised of faculty members 

and students, each with their own views and goals. For a program to work, the writing 

professional needs to have an understanding of those views and goals, which allows 

the writing professional to understand the rhetorical contexts, and make informed 

comments, ask informed questions, and present informed suggestions. 

The coordinator of the WEP learned this very quickly during the weekly ME 

263 staff meetings. The coordinator was used to meetings in writing centers or 

English departments, which are commonly egalitarian and informal. A brand new 

tutor can make suggestions and ask questions about pretty much anything in the 

meeting. Literature professors can question composition professors about their 

methods or theory. A medievalist can challenge a poet concerning pedagogy. The ME 

263 staff meetings did not function in this manner. 

During the ME 263 staff meetings, the WEP coordinator learned that the 

meeting was run in a more formal fashion. The senior ME faculty ran the meeting 

following an agenda, and the ME TAs and other ME faculty spoke in turn about their 

own area of expertise. It was not democratic, and people had their own 

responsibilities. The meeting was a place to provide information and clarify details. 

Any time there was a question of how to perform a specific task, a brief discussion 

would follow, and the ME faculty member running the meeting would either make a 

determination at that moment or assign people to look into further options. If a 
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writing-related question came up, everyone turned to the coordinator, who was 

expected to give a brief answer or conduct research outside of the meeting. They did 

not want to know the theory or concept behind the coordinator’s answer; they wanted 

a practical way to move forward. 

This expectation of interaction was further demonstrated when the coordinator 

met with a senior ME faculty member and another writing professional. The 

coordinator had already developed a good working relationship with the senior ME 

faculty member, but the other writing professional had not. During the meeting, it 

became clear to the coordinator that the ME faculty member was ignoring what the 

other writing professional was saying or suggesting. Due to the close working 

relationship between the coordinator and the ME faculty member, which had been 

cultivated over months of collaboration, the ME faculty member was looking to the 

coordinator for all of the answers. That relationship had taught the coordinator what 

information was most important, and what information was brought up only if the ME 

faculty member had specific questions. The other writing professional did not know 

this distinction, which resulted in the ME faculty member ignoring the other writing 

professional’s suggestions. 

The only reason the coordinator was able to work so well with the ME faculty 

was due to the close relationship they had built through their collaboration and 

interactions. That relationship allowed the coordinator to better explain the needed 

revisions and the unexpected delays because the ME faculty respected the coordinator. 

For writing professionals to develop programs similar to the WEP, they need 

to build a relationship with the faculty in the institution or department, and they need 
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to take the time to learn how that institution or department really works. Writing 

professionals need to become rhetorical engineers who carefully analyze the 

rhetorical contexts and expectations of the institution or department’s field. It is not 

enough to have a plan and a model of a working system—writing professionals need 

to be able to connect with the faculty and their needs in a meaningful and respectful 

way. Writing professionals need to learn the rhetorical context so they can engineer a 

functioning program that is based on collaboration and respect. Just like engineers 

building bridges needed to justify and sell their designs to the public, writing 

professionals need to justify and sell their ideas to the faculty. Writing professionals 

who want to build custom writing programs need to become rhetorical engineers. 
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Appendix B Better Distinction Between ‘No Errors’ and ‘No Noticeable Errors 
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